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INTRODUCTION

Phenotypic variation in bacteria has long been recognized
and has been a focus of study mainly in bacterial pathogens.
This interest has been fueled by the observation that pheno-
typic variation in pathogens, most readily visible as colony
variation, is often associated with the virulence of the strain.
Alternating between two phenotypes in a heritable and revers-
ible manner can be classified as phase variation or antigenic
variation. These terms, phase variation and antigenic variation,
however, have been used in various ways. Phase variation in
general refers to a reversible switch between an “all-or-none”

(on/off) expressing phase, resulting in variation in the level of
expression of one or more proteins between individual cells of
a clonal population. What distinguishes this variation from
genetic noise and classical gene regulation is that there is a
genetic or epigenetic mechanism that allows the variability to
be heritable. This means that a daughter cell will inherit the
expression phase of the parent. However, the phase of expres-
sion must also be reversible between generations, and the
frequency of this reversion should exceed that of a random
mutation. Thus, in a clonal population after cell division, the
majority of daughter cells will retain the expression phase of
the parent but a minority will have switched expression phase.
The switch is a stochastic event, even though the chance that it
occurs in some cases can be influenced by external factors; in
other words, the switching frequency can be modulated. The
frequency with which this occurs is characteristic for the gene,
the bacterial species, and the regulatory mechanism. This can
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be as high as a change in 1 cell per 10 per generation but more
often is on the order of 1 change per 103 cells per generation.
The term “phase variation” is used in other contexts as well,
describing phenotypic “phase variants” of a species in which
the change is irreversible or variants that are a result of envi-
ronmental regulation, selection, or unidirectional mutation. In
this review, however, we adhere to the definition in the sense
that the expression phase must be inherited by a genetic of
epigenetic mechanism and that this change must be reversible.
The actual switching frequencies are not reported here, be-
cause the methods that are used to determine them vary sig-
nificantly and because they can be modulated by growth con-
ditions. Differences are therefore difficult to interpret.

Antigenic variation refers to the expression of functionally
conserved moieties within a clonal population that are anti-
genically distinct. The genetic information for producing a
family of antigenic variants is available in the cell, but only one
variant is expressed at a given time. In an excellent chapter on
antigenic variation in bacteria, Barbour listed three criteria
that must be fulfilled for variation to be considered as antigenic
variation (12). These are (i) that the antigenic change must be
involved in avoidance of immune or niche selection, (ii) that it
is a multiphasic change, and (iii) that the mechanism is con-
sistent with gene conversion. In this review, the term is used in
a broader sense, including biphasic variation, antigenic varia-
tion for which the biological significance is not clear, and mod-
ification of the antigenic identity of a cell surface structure as
a result of a phase-varying enzyme. Antigenic variation in eu-
karyotic pathogens, including Plasmodium falciparum and Af-
rican trypanosomes, is not addressed here but is discussed in
recent reviews (15, 37, 70, 77, 217, 358).

We will refer the reader to reviews that present in-depth
discussions on specific topics relating to phase and antigenic
variation, where relevant. These focus, for example, on a single
bacterial species, regulatory mechanism, or biological role (29–
31, 68, 85, 119, 127, 140, 160, 177, 364, 368, 410). In this review,
we hope to provide the reader with awareness and basic un-
derstanding of the prevalence, mechanisms, and significance of
phase variation in bacteria, with an emphasis on recent devel-
opments and insights.

PHASE-VARIABLE PHENOTYPES AND MOIETIES

The classical view of phase variation and antigenic variation
is that its role is to help the bacterium evade the host immune
system. This seemed to be supported by the fact that the
structures that were found to phase vary were on the cell
surface, where they would be exposed to the immune system.
From the examples discussed below and those presented in
Table 1, it is evident that the majority of identified phase-
variable moieties are indeed on the surface and exposed to the
environment. However, some variation occurs for which there
is no evidence of association with changes in the cell surface,
such as phase variation of DNA modification. Furthermore,
from Table 1, it is clear that in some bacterial species many
more loci have been identified that are under the control of
phase or antigenic variation than in other species. Below, both
well-studied and less well-studied examples are described that
illustrate the diversity in moieties affected and species in which
phase and antigenic variation have been identified. References

are provided for systems that are not described in detail but
may be of interest to the reader, and, where relevant, we refer
the reader to Table 1 or other sections of this review where
additional aspects of the system are discussed.

Colony Morphology and Opacity

Historically, phase-variable structures have been recognized
by their effect on colony morphology that led to descriptions
like dry versus moist, ruffled versus smooth, and opaque versus
translucent. These changes in colony morphology can be at-
tributed to phase variation of a variety of surface-exposed
proteins, of the capsule, and of cell wall composition. These
changes most probably lead to altered packing of cells in the
colony, which determines the colony morphology. This rela-
tionship was directly shown for Vibrio parahaemolyticus with
variable levels of capsule production (92).

In Haemophilus influenzae type b strains, three colony vari-
ants, opaque, intermediate, and translucent, have been found.
These vary in important virulence properties like colonization
in the nasospharynx and serum resistance. The colony pheno-
type appears to be a result of specific combinations of expres-
sion of multiple phase-variable proteins, which include varia-
tion in the level of capsule production and in the level of a cell
envelope protein encoded by oapA (244, 281, 296, 388) (Table
1). A clear relation between colony phenotype and coloniza-
tion or virulence also exists in Streptococcus pneumoniae (172,
387). In an animal model, opaque variants were more virulent
on systemic infection whereas the translucent variants were
more successful colonizers of the nasospharynx. The two vari-
ants also differed in an in vitro assay of invasion and transcy-
tosis of endothelial cells. Opaque variants produced up to
sixfold more capsule and twofold less teichoic acid compared
to the transparent form (292). Similarly, Streptococcus gordonii
colony morphology and virulence-associated properties, in-
cluding hemolysin production, phase vary (163, 374). In con-
trast, in Helicobacter pylori, a variable-colony phenotype is a
result of phase variation of expression of phospholipase A,
which indirectly affects virulence by release of urease and
VacA (347, 348) (Table 1). In the pathogen Salmonella enterica
serotype Typhimurium, variable colony morphology is corre-
lated with the coordinated control of phase variation of at least
four proteins (153). However, the soil isolate Pseudomonas
aeruginosa also showed variable colony morphology, which was
correlated with phase variation of multiple traits including
aggregation and motility (71).

Color variation in colonies grown on specific media can be
caused by phase variation of proteins that interact with a dye.
For example, in certain strains of Staphylococcus epidermidis,
phase variation of a polysaccharide adhesin leads to variable
colony color when grown on Congo red agar (419, 420) (Table
1; also see “Molecular mechanisms of phase variation” below).
In summary, any reversible change in colony morphology,
opacity, or color indicates that the expression of one or more
proteins phase varies. Further analysis of these and related
phenotypic variations may provide us with new insights into
bacterial survival strategies, and the strong correlation be-
tween virulence and colony morphology in pathogens suggests
that characterizing the underlying molecular basis may also
provide valuable insights into bacterial pathogenesis.
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Capsule
The capsule can influence interactions with the host cells

and host environment, including invasion, adhesion, and serum
sensitivity, and is a well-recognized virulence factor. Phase
variation of capsule synthesis can involve a classic on/off switch
but also has been used to describe modulations in the level of

production; as mentioned above, this can change colony mor-
phology. Capsule variation has been found to occur in both
gram-positive and gram-negative bacterial species, including
Campylobacter jejuni (9), Citrobacter freundii (267), S. pneu-
moniae (379), and specific serogroups of Neisseria meningitidis
(121, 122) (Table 1). In Bacteroides fragilis, eight different cap-

TABLE 1. Representative selection of bacterial species in which phase and/or antigenic variation occursa

Bacterial species Affected moiety or
phenotypeb

Gene(s)
or operon
regulated

Variation of
regulated
gene(s)c

Class(es) of
regulated gene

or operon

Molecular
mechanism

Refer-
ence(s)d

Bordetella pertussis Fimbriae fim3, fim3 Phase Structural SSMe 400
Multiple virulence factors bvgS Phase Regulatory SSM 340

Borrelia burgdorferi Lipoprotein vlsE Antigenic Structural Recombinationf 181, 232, 411
Campylobacter colig Flagella flhA Phase Regulatory SSM 272
Campylobacter fetusg SLP sapA Antigenic Structural Recombinationf 81, 82, 286
Campylobacter jejunig LOS modificationh wlaN, cgtA Phase Enzyme SSM 105, 111, 206

Flagella maf1 Phase Unknown function SSM 41, 169
Escherichia coli Fimbriae (type 1, CS18) fim, fot operons Phasei Structural, regulatoryi CSSRj 1, 29, 31, 135

Fimbriae (Pap, S, F1845, Clp) pap and family of
pap-like operons
(sfa, daa, clp)

Phasei Structural, regulatoryi DNA methylationk 40, 128, 129,
224, 371

Outer membrane protein agn43 (flu) Phase Structural DNA methylationk 116, 126
Haemophilus influenzaeg LOS modificationh Phase Enzyme SSM

ChoP lic1A 390
Neu5Ac lic3A 137, 141
Other lic2A, lgtC 131, 132, 137

DNA modification mod Phase Enzyme SSM 66
Fimbriae LKP hifA, hifB Phase Structural SSM 372

Helicobacter pylorig DNA R/M mod Phase enzyme SSM 70
LPS modification (Lewis

antigen)h
futA, futB, futC Phase Enzymes SSM 241, 384, 385

Flagella fliP Phase Structural SSM 165
Membrane lipid compositionh pldA Phase Enzyme SSM 347

Moraxella catarrhalis Adhesin uspA1 Phase Structural SSM 191
N. gonorrhoeaeg Type IV pilin modficationh pgtA Phase Enzyme SSM 10

Siderophore receptor fetA Phase Structural SSM 42
N. meningitidisg Outer membrane protein porA Phase Structural SSM 365, 366

Outer membrane protein opc Phase Structural SSM 305
Hemoglobin receptors hpuAB, hmbR Phase Structural SSM 201
Capsule siaD Phase Enzyme SSM 122
Capsule siaA Phase Enzyme Transpositionl 121

N. gonorrhoeae and
N. meningitidis

Opacity proteins opa Phase Structural SSM 339
Type IV pilin pilE, pilS Phase and

antigenic
Structural Recombination 118, 142, 247,

278, 317
Adhesin, type IV pilus

associated
pilC Phase Structural SSM 164, 312

LOS modification lgtA, C, lgtD Phase Enzyme SSM 157, 324, 404
Commensal Neisseria spp. LPS modificationh (ChoP) licA Phase Enzyme SSM 321, 322
Proteus mirabilis Fimbriae (MR/P) mrp operon Phasei Structural, regulatoryi CSSR 202, 416
Salmonella enterica serotype

Typhiurium
Fimbriae (Pef) pef operon Phasei Structural, regulatoryi DNA methylation 251
Flagella fljBA, fliC Antigenic Structural regulatory CSSR 328

Staphylococcus epidermis Adhesin (polysaccharide) ica Phase Structural Transposition 419, 420
Streptococcus pneumonieae Capsule cap3A Structural Recombination 379

Metabolism spxB Phase Enzyme SSM 268, 275
DNA R/M DNA methylase Phase Enzyme SSM 268, 275

Streptococcus pyogenes Surface protein sclB Phase Structural SSM 285

a Examples were chosen from well-studied systems that together illustrate the diversity of occurrence in species, the affected moiety or phenotype, the classes of
proteins that the phase-varying genes encode, and the molecular mechanism involved. The table is not meant to be comprehensive. The text discusses additional
examples not listed in the table.

b Phase-variable expression, modification, or antigenic variation of the moiety is usually a direct effect of phase-variable expression of the associated gene. Indirect
effects occur mostly when modification is at issue (see footnote h).

c Classified as an on/off phase variation or altered antigenic properties of a constantly expressed moiety.
d References are for key papers and reviews.
e SSM results in variable numbers of DNA sequence repeat units that can affect transcription or translation (see the text and Fig. 1).
f General recombination.
g In this species, expression of additional proteins not listed here is predicted to phase vary by SSM based on genome sequence analysis (see “Genomics and phase

variation”).
h Modification of the moiety that results in antigenic variation is caused by phase-variable expression of the gene, which affects (one of) the enzymatic steps leading

to the modification.
i Expression of the entire operon, which consists of genes encoding proteins of multiple classes, phase varies.
j CSSR causes inversion of a DNA element that contains the main promoter for the corresponding operon.
k DNA methylation by the DNA maintenance methylase Dam.
l Reversible insertion-excision of IS (like) element.
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sule polysaccharides can be produced per cell. The expression
of each is under the control of on/off phase variation, resulting
in a very diverse clonal population (183a). In H. influenzae type
b cells, the level of expression of the capsule can be modulated,
and an irreversible switch to a nonexpressing phenotype can
occur (see the sections on recombination [below]) (reviewed in
reference 297).

Fimbriae and Pili

Fimbriae, also referred to as pili, are proteinaceous struc-
tures that extend from the cell surface. Fimbriae assembled by
the chaperone/usher-dependent and the nucleator/precipita-
tion pathways are distinct in both structure and function from
type IV pili (reviewed in references 96, 227, 306, and 381).
Fimbriae mediate adhesion of the bacterial cell to host tissue
through interaction with receptors located on the host cell
(reviewed for Escherichia coli in reference 209). These inter-
actions, which occur either with the main structural subunit or
with a fimbrial adhesin, are often specific, so that certain chem-
ical groups of the host proteins or lipids are recognized by the
fimbrial adhesin. Fimbria-mediated attachment to inorganic,
solid surfaces most probably occurs by nonspecific interactions,
an important feature in biofilm formation (263, 282). Phase
variation of fimbriae is regulated mostly by mechanisms that
affect transcription originating at the major promoter of the
operon, resulting in variable (on/off) expression of most or all
genes in the fimbrial operon (209).

A single species, or even a single isolate, can express multi-
ple fimbriae that each can phase vary. The genomes of differ-
ent pathogenic E. coli isolates encode different fimbriae, some
of which phase vary, as well as type 1 fimbriae, which is com-
mon to all isolates and which phase varies (Table 1). The S.
enterica serotype Typhimurium genome encodes at least 11
fimbrial operons, among which phase-variable expression has
been identified for pef, lpf, and fim (53, 146, 251, 256) (Table
1). The biological role of phase variation of fimbriae is dis-
cussed in “Biological significance of phase variation” (below).

Fimbrial phase variation control mechanisms and the fim-
brial structural genes may have evolved as separate modules.
For example, the common feature of the pap-like family of
fimbrial operons is the regulatory mechanism of phase varia-
tion, but the fimbrial structural genes within this family are not
all related. Conversely, the subunit of the MR/P fimbriae in
Proteus mirabilis resembles that of Pap fimbriae in E. coli, but
the two phase variation control mechanisms are different (128,
202) (see “Molecular mechanisms of phase variation” below)
(Table 1).

Type IV pili function as adhesins and include conjugative
pili. Phase variation, antigenic variation of the structural sub-
units, and phase-variable modification have been described.
Sequence variation in the type IV conjugative pili encoded by
plasmids R64, R721, and ColI-P9 occurs as a result of incor-
poration of only one of a set of distinct C termini in the PilV
tip proteins of the pilus in an individual cell. This sequence
variation is associated with different receptor specificity, there-
by dictating the species that will be preferred as a DNA recip-
ient in a conjugation reaction (154, 177, 178). N. gonorrhoeae
can theoretically produce over a million different, antigenically
distinct pilin subunits for its type IV pili (99, 180, 240, 319, 346;

reviewed in reference 12) (see “Molecular mechanisms of
phase variation” below) (Table 1). In addition, the pilus-asso-
ciated protein PilC phase varies (164) (Table 1). These pili are
involved in interaction with eukaryotic cells, and thus these
variations are probably important for pathogenesis (28, 312).
In S. enterica serotype Typhi, phase-variable expression of the
PilV subunit of the type IVB pili affects the pilus-associated
property of cellular autoaggregation (243) (see “Molecular
mechanisms of phase variation” below). Pili can also be mod-
ified, but whether modification occurs can vary within a clone,
due to phase variation in the expression of one of the enzymes
involved. This is the case for glycosylation by PgtA in N. gon-
orrhoeae (10) (Table 1).

Flagella

Flagella mediate bacterial motility; adhesion and virulence
are sometimes enhanced by flagellar expression and motility
(265). Flagellin is also a pathogen-associated molecular pat-
tern recognized by the innate immune system through Toll-like
receptor 5 (204). The antigenic property of the flagellin of a
bacterial isolate forms a significant part of the serological clas-
sification scheme, indicating that this is, in general, an invariant
property. However, phase and antigenic variation of flagella in
a clonal population does occur. As early as 1922, variation of
the flagellar antigens in S. enterica serotype Typhimurium was
described by Andrewes (6). This consists of variation between
two forms (biphasic antigenic variation), H1 and H2, in which
the flagellar subunit consists of the FliC or FljB protein, re-
spectively (35, 326) (see “Molecular mechanisms of phase vari-
ation” below). Mutants that no longer can switch between
flagellar types were altered in virulence compared to the wild-
type isolate (150), and the two flagellar subunits appear to
elicit different responses from eukaryotic cells (46).

In Campylobacter coli (272), Campylobacter jejuni (106, 169),
and Helicobacter pylori (264), flagellar expression and motility
phase vary (41, 73, 165) (Table 1). The underlying reason for
this can differ. For example, C. coli expression of FlhA, which
is required for the expression of flagellin, phase varies (272),
whereas in H. pylori, expression of the fliP gene, encoding the
flagellar basal body, phase varies (165) (Table 1). In Bordetella
pertussis, phase-variable expression of the regulatory system
BvgAS results in flagellar phase variation (340) (Table 1) (see
“Regulatory proteins” below). In this species, flagellar synthe-
sis is not required for virulence and may even be detrimental
(2).

Other Surface-Exposed Proteins

Proteins that are integrated in the cell wall in gram-positive
organisms or in the outer membrane in gram-negative organ-
isms can have a variety of functions; these proteins include
transporters, porins, receptors, colonizing factors, and en-
zymes. Antigenic or phase variation has been found for at least
one member of each of these functional groups (Table 1).

In the M1inv� clone of the gram-positive group A Strepto-
coccus (S. pyogenes), expression of the cell wall-associated sur-
face proteins C5a peptidase, M protein, and type IIa IgG Fc
receptor phase vary, as well as expression of the capsule and
pyrogenic exotoxin (52, 195). This is in part due to phase-
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variable expression of the DNA binding, regulatory protein
Mga (see “Regulatory proteins” below) (36, 233–235, 329).
Expression of the collagen-like surface protein SclB is under
the control of a separate phase variation control mechanism
(285) (see “Molecular mechanisms of phase variation” below)
(Table 1).

In gram-negative N. gonorrhoeae and N. meningitidis strains,
expression of various outer membrane proteins phase varies,
including that of members of the family of outer membrane
opacity proteins (opa) that facilitate adhesion (339) (see “Bi-
ological significance of phase variation” below) (Table 1) and
the porin PorA (class I outer membrane protein) in serogroup
B N. meningitidis (Table 1). PorA is one of the candidates for
a protein-based vaccine, and phase variation, as well as the
naturally occurring antigenic variation of this protein, may
affect efficacy (16, 51, 355, 365). In addition, in Neisseria spp.,
the expression of outer membrane proteins that are involved in
iron acquisition phase varies, including the siderophore recep-
tor FetA in N. gonorrhoeae (42) and two hemoglobin receptors
in N. meningitidis DNM2 (201) (Table 1). This may reflect a
need to balance iron acquisition during growth in the host and
to evade the immune system. Phase-varying colonizing factors
include Ag43 in E. coli (64, 270) (Table 1) and Oap H. influ-
enzae (281, 388).

In Campylobacter fetus, which is a pathogen of domestic and
wild animals, a class of proteins known as surface layer pro-
teins (SLPs) are exported to the cell surface and are nonco-
valently attached to the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (80). SLPs
are important virulence factors, and the absence of SLP leads
to increased sensitivity to complement activity and decreased
infectivity (27). These SLPs undergo extensive antigenic vari-
ation, which is achieved by so called “nested DNA inversion”
(81, 83, 84, 286; reviewed in reference 82) (see “Molecular
mechanisms of phase variation” below) (Table 1). Other ex-
amples of phase variation of surface proteins in gram-negative
bacteria are included in Table 1.

Mycoplasma species do not have a cell wall, and lipoproteins
constitute part of the surface proteins. Many of these are under
the control of phase and antigenic variation (19, 20, 26, 325,
407). This includes a substrate binding component of an ABC
transporter in Mycoplasma fermentans (351). Interestingly, the
pMGA family of hemagglutinins phase varies in Mycoplasma
gallisepticum (207, 253, 401), whereas the homologous proteins
in Mycoplasma synoviae undergo antigenic variation (254). Ex-
pression of the Vlp family of lipoproteins in Mycoplasma hyo-
rhini undergoes both phase variation and antigenic variation
(47–50, 299, 300, 408). The combination of these two regula-
tory systems and the fact that there is a family of six related Vlp
proteins that each are subject to these controls lead to a large
repertoire of Vlp proteins that can be expressed (409). In
Mycoplasma species that are human commensals and patho-
gens, phase or antigenic variation is indicated for M. hominis
(190) and M. penetrans (250, 301).

Perhaps the best-studied example of multiphasic antigenic
variation is that of lipoproteins in Borrelia spirochetes that are
the causative agents of relapsing fever (reviewed in references
12 and 13). These lipoproteins are divided in two groups, Vlp
and Vsp for large and small proteins, respectively, and can be
further divided into different families, each with about 70%
sequence identity (see “Biological significance of phase varia-

tion” below). One of the mechanisms involves recombination
between an extensive repertoire of silent, variable vlp and vsp
loci (“archival loci”) and an expression site (reviewed in ref-
erence 12). The closely related protein VlsE in B. burgdorferi,
the causative agent of Lyme disease, is also under the control
of antigenic variation through a similar combinatorial variation
(181, 232, 411) (Table 1).

LPS and LOS Modification: Variation in Expression
of Surface Epitopes

In gram-negative bacteria, LPS is the main constituent of the
outer leaflet of the outer membrane. LPS consists of a lipid A
moiety, a core of polysaccharide, and an O antigen. LPS vari-
ability among species and serotypes occurs mainly in the O
antigen, specifically in the identity and number of sugars in the
polysaccharide chain. In some species, the core lacks the mul-
tiple O-linked saccharide units and is often therefore referred
to as lipooligosaccharide (LOS) (283). LPS, also referred to as
endotoxin, is a powerful stimulant of the immune system due
to the lipid A moiety, which is a pathogen-associated molecular
pattern recognized specifically by toll-like receptor 4 (25).

The chemical identity of LPS or LOS is defined by the
addition of side groups, for example as a result of the activity
of glycosyltransferases or sialyltransferases, or by the addition
of phosphorylcholine (ChoP). These traits can vary within a
clonal population as a result of phase variation of one or more
enzymes involved in the modification. An in-depth review of
the chemical nature of modification of the O antigen of LPS is
presented in reference 199. LPS modifications can impact an-
tigenicity but can also affect serum sensitivity and adhesion.
This is discussed in more detail below for the LOS of N.
meningitidis (see “Biological significance of phase variation”).
Below, additional examples are given relating to several im-
portant pathogens. Since variable LPS modification is not eas-
ily identified, it is quite possible that it occurs in other species
as well.

Ganglioside mimicry of the LOS by Campylobacter jejuni is
thought to be an important factor in the development of Guil-
lain-Barré and Miller-Fisher syndromes after infection and is
associated with specific modification of the LOS. Expression of
the enzymes involved in the modification can phase vary. Al-
ternate synthesis of gangliosides GM-2 and GM-1, like LOS in
C. jejuni NCTC 11168, is a result of phase variation of expres-
sion of �-1,3-galactosyltransferase encoded by wlaN (206); in
C. jejuni strain 81–176, reversible conversion between the
GM-2 and GM-3 LOS correlates with phase-variable expres-
sion of the cgtA gene (111) (Table 1). Based on our under-
standing of these phase variation mechanisms, Linton et al.
were able to show that a different C. jejuni strain, which had
been characterized as producing only GM-2 like LOS, was able
to convert to producing GM-1 like LOS (206). This illustrates
how an understanding of phase variation at the molecular level
may have a significant impact on the understanding of the
pathogenicity and epidemiology of a pathogen.

Another well-studied example of apparent host mimicry oc-
curs in the human gastric pathogen Helicobacter pylori, which
can incorporate into its LPS variable carbohydrate modifica-
tions that resemble structures of the Lewis group of antigens of
human blood groups. This variation occurs distinct from, and
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in addition to, LPS microheterogeneity (reviewed in reference
8, 384). Three fucosyl transferase genes (futA, futB, and futC,
also referred to as the fucT genes), which are each under the
control of a phase variation mechanism, we involved in the
LPS modification (7, 385) (Table 1). Other genes involved in
LPS modification may phase vary as well (309).

In both encapsulated and nonencapsulated H. influenzae,
modification can occur by phase-variable Lic3A or LgtC, a
sialyltransferase and a glycosyltransferase, respectively (136,
137, 226, 391) (Table 1). Interestingly, these enzymes compete
for the same lactose disaccharide moiety on LOS. Thus, the
activity of one enzyme affects the substrate availability for the
other. Phase variation of lgt-mediated glycosyl modification in
N. meningitidis and N. gonorrhoeae is discussed in more detail
below (see “Biological significance of phase variation”) (Table 1).

The LOS of H. influenzae can also be decorated with ChoP.
Phase-variable expression of the kinase encoded by licA results
in phase-variable ChoP decoration, even though other genes
may also contribute (315, 394) (Table 1). The presence of
ChoP appears to confer sensitivity to serum-mediated killing
caused by C-reactive protein, whereas in an animal model of
the nasospharynx, this may confer a competitive advantage
(214, 392, 395). Genetic analysis of three genes of the lic locus
was performed to determine the on or off state of genes in-
volved in LOS modification in bacteria isolated from the na-
sospharynx, blood, and cerebrospinal fluid in an animal model.
Tissue-specific combinations were prevalent, supporting the
idea that certain combinations of LOS modification may facil-
itate colonization or survival in different host environments
(141).

Among Neisseria species, phase-variable ChoP modification
of the LPS can occur, but type IV pili also contain ChoP (389,
394). Analysis of ChoP expression in a large group of isolates
suggests that the commensal isolates decorate the LPS whereas
pathogenic isolates decorate the pili (321, 322, 389) (Table 1).

Other phase-variable LOS modifications in H. influenzae, as
well as in the related bovine pathogen H. somnus, exist but
have not been characterized further (151, 152, 155, 402). An-
tigenic or phase variation of LPS also occurs in certain Legio-
nella pneumophila isolates (see “Molecular mechanism of
phase variation” below) (212, 213) and in S. enterica serotype
Typhimurium (188). Modification of LOS or LPS in Francisella
tularensis (61), Coxiella burnetii (98, 117), and Chlamydia spp.
(211) varies, but the contribution of a phase variation control
mechanism versus environmental regulation or mutation has
not been determined.

DNA Restriction-Modification Systems

DNA restriction-modification (R/M) systems allow a bacte-
rium to recognize and restrict foreign DNA that is not appro-
priately modified. Expression of some of these systems phase
varies, but protein sequence variation analogous to antigenic
variation also occurs (also see “Biological significance of phase
variation”) This was first identified in Mycoplasma pulmonis, a
rodent pathogen. Recombination-dependent rearrangement
occurs within the hsdS genes at two loci, each containing two
copies of hsdS (85). The variable HsdS proteins that are syn-
thesized from these recombinant genes each determine a dif-
ferent DNA sequence specificity for the DNA R/M system

(84). In addition, inversion can result in incorrect orientation
of the hsdMR genes relative to the promoter, and therefore
on/off phase variation also occurs (86, 87, 331).

Sequence analysis of other bacterial genomes suggests that
phase variation of (putative) DNA R/M systems occurs in a
variety of species (66, 68, 307, 309, 354) (see “Genomics and
phase variation” below). Confirmation of phase variation has
been obtained for expression of the mod gene in H. influenzae
(66), for a type III modification system in Pasteurella haemo-
lytica (304), for both the modification and restriction enzymes
of a type III R/M system in H. pylori (70), and for a modifica-
tion system in S. pneumoniae (275, 349) (Table 1).

In the gram-positive soil bacterium Streptomyces coelicolor
A3(2), the phage growth limitation system determines revers-
ible sensitivity and resistance to �C31 phage. The complete
molecular basis is not clear, but it is associated with phase
variation of a DNA methyltransferase, PgIX (192, 344). Thus,
some phase-variable DNA modification systems may have
evolved as a protection mechanism against phage infection.

Regulatory Proteins

DNA binding proteins that function as activators or repres-
sors can be categorized as “global” regulators with genome-
wide target sequences or as “operon-specific” or “local” regu-
lators. The expression of multiple regulatory proteins is now
known to phase vary and includes representatives of both
groups. The expression state of all genes that dependent on the
regulator, under both positive or negative control, will depend
on the expression state of the phase-varying regulator itself.
Examples are the global, virulence-associated regulatory pro-
tein in S. pyogenes, Mga (formerly Mry or VirR) (36, 329), and
the BvgS protein of the global, two-component BvgAS regu-
latory system in Bordetella pertussis (340; reviewed in reference
228) (Table 1). The Bvg�, Bvg�, or Bvgi phase variants of
B. pertussis of later studies are not related to this phase varia-
tion mechanism. Rather, these phase variants result from the
environmental modulation of BvgAS-dependent regulation
(60). Expression of conjugation-related genes phase varies in
Enterococcus faecalis, also as a result of phase-variable expres-
sion of a regulator, TraE (124, 280).

Phase-variable expression of operons is often the result of a
mechanism that regulates the initiation of transcription at the
main promoter of the operon (see “Molecular mechanism of
phase variation” below). As a result, expression of local regu-
lators encoded by genes in the operon also phase varies. For
example, in E. coli, expression of the local regulator PapB,
encoded by the pap operon, phase varies (Table 1) (33). This
not only affects pap expression through an autoregulatory loop,
but also affects type 1 fimbrial expression (97, 403) (see “Cross
regulation” below) (Table 1). Together, these examples dem-
onstrate that phase variation of a single regulatory protein can
lead to coordinated, phase-variable expression of multiple cel-
lular proteins and can establish an interdependent network of
phase-variable gene expression.

Metabolism-Associated Genes

Recently, phase variation of metabolism-associated proteins
was identified in the human pathogen Streptococcus pneu-
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moniae. A comparison of protein expression patterns between
two colony variants showed that at least three proteins were
differentially expressed, including pyruvate oxidase (SpxB), a
putative elongation factor, and a proteinase maturation pro-
tein (268). The significance of SpxB phase variation appears to
be related to the hydrogen peroxide that is produced in the
pyruvate oxidase-mediated conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-
phosphate. The level is sufficiently high to be lethal to other
species and may provide a SpxB� isolate with a competitive
advantage in a mixed-species environment (275, 276). This
example shows that identification of differentially expressed
proteins between colony phase variants can also yield insight
into bacterial virulence strategies.

Phage Genes

The composition of the tail fiber of E. coli phage Mu deter-
mines the bacterial host range of the phage, presumably in
conjunction with strain- or species-specific bacterial LPS. The
composition alternates between two forms as a result of a
DNA inversion event mediated by the site-specific recombi-
nase Gin (110, 279, 363). Phage Mu is not associated with
virulence of E. coli, but some virulence factors are phage en-
coded, for example cholera toxin (reviewed in reference 39). It
is therefore conceivable that phase variation will be identified
in phage proteins that (indirectly) affect the spread of virulence
traits among natural bacterial populations and therefore will
be an important feature from an epidemiological standpoint.

Concluding Remarks

Most of the genes that are known to undergo phase-variable
expression encode surface-exposed proteins or proteins that
modify or regulate surface proteins, and most of the putative
phase-varying genes identified in genome-wide screens also
belong to these classes (Table 1). However, in this section we
have presented numerous examples showing that phase varia-
tion is not limited to proteins with a specific function or specific
cellular location. Most phase-varying proteins were identified
in bacterial pathogens of mammalian hosts, and many are
proteins that affect virulence. This bias may reflect the signif-
icant focus of the research community on these organisms and
does not rule out the occurrence of phase variation in com-
mensal species or species that do not reside in or on a host. It
is thus tempting to speculate that the occurrence of phase
variation is more prevalent. Novel phase-varying proteins may
be identified as a result of our increasing understanding of the
role(s) of phase variation and through the facilitated identifi-
cation of some of the underlying mechanisms using genomics.
Conversely, as more phase-varying genes are identified, we will
be challenged to determine their biological significance.

MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF PHASE VARIATION

As is evident from Table 1, there is no correlation between
the phase-varying phenotype and the regulatory mechanism.
Specific mechanisms, however, appear to be more prevalent in
certain species than others, and some, like epigenetic regula-
tion, have been identified in only a few species. Understanding
the molecular mechanisms that lead to phase and antigenic

control is a significant part of understanding how these systems
contribute to the overall success of the bacterium. For exam-
ple, it can help determine whether signals can be incorporated
into the system that can modulate the switch frequency. This,
in turn, ultimately determines the composition of the popula-
tion, which impacts the evolution and dynamics of the popu-
lation, the ability to adapt to new environments, and host-
bacterium interactions. This section provides an overview of
essential features. Recent developments in particular are high-
lighted. The reader is referred to other reviews that may in-
clude different examples (30, 119, 127, 140, 160, 177) and to
specialized reviews when available.

Genetic Regulation

In this section the mechanisms are discussed in which the
change in expression phase in an “on” cell and an “off” cell can
be attribute to a DNA sequence change at a specific locus. All
antigenic variation is a result of DNA sequence change and is
due to one of several genetic mechanisms; this is also briefly
discussed in this section. The change can be minor, with a
single nucleotide change in the case of slipped-strand mispair-
ing (SSM), or extensive, involving DNA rearrangements of
fragments up to several kilobases. Phenotypic variation as a
result of DNA rearrangement, irrespective of molecular mech-
anism involved, has been referred to as a shufflon (177).

Short sequence repeats and slipped-strand mispairing.
Multiple contiguous repeats of units of DNA sequence can be
subject to expansion or contraction of the number of repeats.
A universal SSM mechanism is invoked in which misalignment
of the repeat sequences occurs between the mother and daugh-
ter strands during DNA synthesis that occurs in either DNA
replication or DNA repair. Misalignment between the daugh-
ter and parent DNA strands can occur on the leading or lag-
ging strand at the repeat region, which results in an increase or
decrease in the number of repetitive units in the newly synthe-
sized DNA (200, 360, 362). These changes in the number of
unit repeats can lead to phase-variable expression of a protein,
if the location of these repeats is such that either transcription
or translation of a gene is affected. Phase variation has been
associated with repeat units that consist of 1 to as many as 7
nucleotides (nt). Repetitive sequence units are also referred to
as short sequence repeats, microsatellites or variable number
of tandem repeats (360).

Regulation at the level of transcription occurs when the
repeats are located in the promoter region between the �10
and �35 sites for RNA polymerase binding (Fig. 1A, region 2).
The spacing of these sites is critical for the level of transcrip-
tion, and even a single-nucleotide deviation from the optimal
17-nucleotide (nt) spacing has an effect. Phase variation of the
fimbriae encoded by hif in H. influenzae occurs as a result of
variation between 9, 10, or 11 repeats of the dinucleotide TA
located between the �10 and �35 sequences for the overlap-
ping, divergent promoters for the hifA and hifB genes. These
encode the major fimbrial subunit and chaperone, respectively.
Not only does the change in strength of the promoter result in
an “off” phase and an “on” phase, but also the “on” phase is
represented by clones that have either a low or a high level of
expression (372). A variation of this principle results in a vari-
able level of production of the high-molecular-weight adhesins
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in H. influenzae, due to altered spacing between two promoters
by SSM at 16 to 28 repeats of a 7-nt unit (65).

Transcription can also be affected by changes in repeat se-
quences located outside of the promoter. The change in nu-
cleotide number can potentially affect the binding of a regula-
tory protein or can lead to a difference in a posttranscriptional
initiation event such as mRNA stability (Fig. 1A, regions 1 and
3). Phase variation of individual fimbrial genes in B. pertussis is
proposed to occur as a result of a change in a poly(C) tract that
alters the distance between the binding sites of an activator and
RNA polymerase (400). Similarly, in N. meningitidis strain
MC58, a change in the unit repeat number in the sequence
upstream of the �35 sequence of the promoter of the adhesin
encoding nadA gene affects its promoter strength (225). Fur-
thermore, in certain isolates of Moraxella catarrhalis, the length
of a poly(G) tract that is located downstream of the promoter
for the adhesin gene uspA but upstream of the translation
initiation site also correlates with the level of gene expression
(192).

Translation of a protein can be affected by SSM if the unit
repeats are located within its coding sequence (Fig. 1A, region
4). The open reading frame is disrupted if SSM results in a
change in nucleotide number that is not a multiple of three. In
this case, a nonfunctional, usually truncated protein is synthe-
sized. This is, for example, the basis of phase variation of the
expression of the mod gene of H. influenzae, which contains
over 30 repeats of the tetranucleotide (5�-AGTC) in its coding
sequence (Fig. 1B) (66). The reading frame is altered, and, in

addition, a premature stop codon is formed as a result of one
tetranucleotide addition within the coding sequence. To sum-
marize, SSM can cause a change in the number of unit repeats
consisting of 1 to 7 nt and can affect transcription initiation, a
posttranscriptional initiation event, or translation.

Bayliss et al. have addressed the molecular mechanisms un-
derlying phase variation-associated SSM. The effect of specific
mutations on the switching frequency was determined for the
fimbrial genes hifAB and mod, encoding a DNA modification
enzyme in H. influenzae (18). Mutations in either of two genes
that affect mismatch repair, dam and mutH, increased the
frequency of change at the dinucleotide repeat tract of hifAB
but not at the tetranucleotide repeat region of mod (18). A role
for the mismatch repair system is also implicated in phase
variation by SSM at single-nucleotide repeats in N. meningiti-
dis, since increased switching rates were observed in both mutS
and mutL backgrounds (291). These data indicate that a func-
tional mismatch repair system can contribute to minimizing the
occurrence of SSM at mono- and dinucleotide repeats but not
at tetranucleotide repeats. In contrast, a mutation in polI in-
creased the switching frequency only at the mod tetranucle-
otide repeat sequence. This suggests that incorrect processing
of the Okazaki fragments results in increased instability of the
region, but further details are not yet known (18). During
misalignment of the strands, small loops of DNA are formed
that may be stabilized by the formation of H-DNA, which was
shown to form at a 5-nt repeat sequence (21). These studies
show that different molecular mechanisms may be involved in

FIG. 1. Phase variation as a result of SSM at short sequence repeats. (A) Schematic of the four positions, relative to a gene, at which short
sequence repeats can cause phase variation. Indicated are a coding sequence (open rectangle), promoter (�10, �35) with RNA polymerase (RNA
pol), the �1 transcription start site, the Shine-Dalgarno sequence for ribosome binding (SD), and the ATG translation start codon. Repeat
sequences at regions 1 through 4 can lead to phase variation by affecting transcription initiation (regions 1 and 2), translation (region 4), and as
yet unidentified means (region 3) (see the text). (B) Effect on the translation product of a one-unit insertion due to SSM at the tetranucleotide
repeat sequence (AGTC) in the coding sequence of mod of H. influenzae (HI056). Partial nucleotide and amino acid sequences and numbering
are indicated for 31 (on) and 32 (off) tetranucleotide repeats. Note that as a result of the insertion, the reading frame changes at amino acid 177,
which leads to the formation of a premature stop codon (*) following amino acid 194.
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stabilizing repeat regions of different unit lengths in H. influ-
enzae and, furthermore, suggest that factors or conditions that
affect mismatch repair or DNA replication may also affect
SSM-dependent phase variation. How much of this can be
extrapolated to other species remains to be determined. Thus,
the (in)stability of a given repeat sequence in a specific bacte-
rial species cannot yet be predicted.

Even in the absence of mutations like those described above,
SSM-dependent switching frequencies can vary within an iso-
late. The frequency of variation at mod in H. influenzae, for
example, increases with increasing numbers of unit repeats at
mod (66, 291), which is probably a general correlation. The
switching frequency can also be modulated by active transcrip-
tion, as was shown for SSM at a poly(dC) tract in the siaD gene
of N. meningitidis. The formation of a premature stop codon in
siaD as a result of SSM results in disruption of the coupling of
transcription and translation, and this in turn facilitates Rho-
dependent termination of transcription. This transcriptional
termination correlated with an increase in the frequency of
change in the length of the poly(dC) tract (196). It will be a
challenging but important issue to determine whether regula-
tion of the frequency of the occurrence of SSM is a common
occurrence and if this biologically significant.

Expansion or contraction of the number of nucleotides in
multiples of three can cause a size polymorphism of a protein
if this is located within a coding sequence. An intriguing ex-
ample was described for the AhpC protein in E. coli. After a
single triplet expansion in its coding sequence, the enzymatic
function changed from a peroxiredoxin to a disulfide reduc-
tase. This change was observed under stress conditions that
give a growth advantage to cells that had acquired this change
but was nevertheless a reversible event (294). Whether phase
variation by SSM at the level of translation significantly affects
the biological function or antigenicity of other proteins is not
known.

Additional examples of SSM-dependent phase variation are
listed in Table 1. It is interesting that SSM-dependent phase
variation of virulence factors has not been identified in E. coli
and Salmonella sp., even though there does not appear to be a
mechanistic constraint (294, 356). In these species, the poten-
tial to establish complex regulatory systems, which is facilitated
by the large genome size, and a preference for stringent (en-
vironmental) regulation associated with their diverse natural
habitats, may have influenced the acquisition or evolution of
the more complex, phase variation mechanisms.

Short-sequence repeats that are not associated with phase
variation, but may cause antigenic variation or other pheno-
types, are discussed in an excellent review by van Belkum et al.
(360). Two related topics, the identification of SSM-dependent
phase-varying genes from genome sequence analyses, and the
use of sequence repeats in strain identification, are discussed
below in “Genomics and phase variation,” and “Diagnostic and
experimental significance of phase variation” respectively.

Homologous (general) recombination. Homologous or gen-
eral recombination in general occurs at long (�50-bp) regions
of homology and is dependent on numerous proteins that
constitute part of the general DNA repair and maintenance
machinery of the cell. Recombination between two alleles of a
gene can lead to a gene conversion when this results in a
unidirectional exchange of DNA. Gene conversion that is as-

sociated with antigenic variation in bacteria involves recombi-
nation between one of a repertoire of silent alleles of the gene
and the gene located at the expression site. When alleles un-
dergo constant changes as a result of recombination, this can
be referred to as combinatorial variation. The mechanism(s)
leading to gene conversion in bacteria may vary between
species, but in general it requires the machinery of homol-
ogous recombination. However, several features distinguish
it from most other RecA-dependent homologous recombina-
tion events. The frequency of this recombination is much
higher, it occurs between regions of much lower homology
than is usually considered necessary for RecA mediated re-
combination, and additional special cis-acting factors or un-
identified processes appear to be involved.

Most of our understanding of the mechanism underlying
gene conversion leading to antigenic variation is a result of
studies of type IV pilin antigenic variation in N. gonorrhoeae
(reviewed in reference 319). The pilin proteins that form an-
tigenic variants of the pili are conserved for two-thirds of the N
terminus but vary at the remaining C terminus. This variation
is a result of unidirectional transfer to the expression locus pilE
of a sequence from one of the silent pilS loci. There can be one
to six copies of the silent loci on the genome, and these pilS loci
can be separated from pilE by as much as 900 kb. The copies
at the silent pilS loci consist mainly of variable regions of the
gene, whereas the gene in the expressed pilE locus contains
both conserved and variable regions. Recombination appears
to require only 2 bp of conserved sequence and occurs at a high
frequency (�10�3), which are both unusual traits for RecA-
dependent recombination. However, RecA is required for an-
tigenic variation, and the RecF-like recombination pathway, in
which RecA plays a role, appears to play an essential role in
this unidirectional exchange (142, 182, 237, 319, 332, 413). The
frequency decreases in a recX mutant (342). This is discussed in
more detail, in the context of general recombination, repair,
and replication pathways, in an excellent recent review (176).
Efficient pilin gene conversion furthermore requires a con-
served sequence located at the 3� end of all pil loci (Sma/Cla
repeat) that may be a site for recombination but also appears
to be a recognition sequence for an as yet unidentified DNA
binding protein. Interestingly, these proteins may be present
only in pathogenic Neisseria (376, 377).

An intriguing aspect of this recombination is that despite the
unidirectional exchange of DNA, chromosomal fidelity is
maintained and the sequence at the pilS loci is unaltered. Gene
conversion can occur if the donor sequence for recombina-
tion is obtained by DNA transformation, in which case both
aspects are readily resolved. However, this is not the case for
the second mechanism, which appears to be predominant. In
this case, DNA exchange occurs between the two copies of the
genome formed by DNA replication (143, 319). The recently
proposed “hybrid intermediate” model addresses how this ge-
netic exchange occurs, and critical aspects of this model have
been verified experimentally (142; reviewed in reference 176).
The first step involves a RecA-independent recombination
event in the donor chromosome between very short sequences
of homology of a pilS locus and pilE sequence, forming an
extrachromosomal circular hybrid pilE-pilS molecule but pre-
sumably also an additional, undefined intermediate molecule
that is critical for the next step (Fig. 2A). This hybrid molecule
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donates pilS sequence to the pilE locus in the recipient chro-
mosome in a second recombination event. This step requires
RecA and involves recombination at a larger region of homol-
ogy flanking the pil sequences, as well as recombination at a
short region of homology within the gene (Fig. 2B) (142). The
recombination events result in a unidirectional exchange of
variable pilS sequence to the pilE locus without altering the
donor pilS sequence. The available experimental data do not
rule out other models for gene conversion in Neisseria, and
identifying the predominant intermediate molecular structure
in the recombination step will be critical in resolving this im-
portant recombination mechanism (176).

The same mechanism that leads to antigenic variation can
also cause on/off phase variation of expression of type IV pili.
This occurs when a nonfunctional gene is created by the re-
combination reaction or if, for example, a pilS sequence that
contains a premature stop codon is transferred to the pilE
locus. An irreversible switch to a nonexpressing phenotype can
also occur as a result of recombination-dependent deletion of
complete regions of pil containing DNA (221, 317).

Concerning the biological role, antigenic variation of the
variable major lipoprotein (Vmp) in Borrelia hermsii (238, 288,
289) and of the VlsE surface proteins in B. burgdorferi (411,
412) is well understood (reviewed in reference 12) (see “Bio-
logical significance of phase variation” below). Less is known
about the mechanisms and molecular pathways underlying this
antigenic variation. Detailed analysis of the genetic exchanges
underlying specific seroconversion events in B. hermsii has,
however, led to the identification of four mechanisms. The first
mechanism is consistent with gene conversion and involves a
nonreciprocal recombination event of genes from silent (archi-
val) loci from a linear plasmid to an expressed locus, vlp7, near
the telomere on plasmid lp28-1. A second mechanism involves
a less frequent occurrence of intraplasmidic recombination at
a region containing duplicated sequence. This results in loss of
a fragment of DNA but occurs only at the expression site. A
third mechanism results in introduction of point mutations at
the expressed locus, but these may also originate from archival
loci. Finally, by mechanisms that are not clear, transcription of
the gene at the expression site on lp28-1 can be silenced in

FIG. 2. Intermediate hybrid model for gene conversion at pilE in N. gonorrhoeae as a result of homologous recombination (142). Open
rectangles designate the conserved region of the pil gene, patterns designate the different variable sequences, and the thick bar indicates some of
the very short conserved sequences. (A) DNA exchange occurs between a silent pilS locus and the pilE locus of the donor chromosome at a short
region of homology. This RecA-independent recombination is indicated by the light cross and results in the formation of an intermediate pilE-pilS
hybrid molecule, depicted here as a circular extrachromosomal molecule. The predominant intermediate hybrid molecule may have a different
structure (176). (B) The intermediate hybrid structure donates sequence to the pilE locus of the recipient chromosome, involving two crossover
events, a RecA-dependent one at a larger region of homology (heavy cross) flanking the pil sequence and one at a short region of homology,
depicted here within the pil sequence.
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conjunction with expression specifically of vsp33 from a site
internally located on a 53-kb plasmid. More details can be
found in the excellent recent review by Barbour and in the
references therein (12).

Antigenic variation is also extensive in Mycoplasma species
(reviewed in reference 48). This includes antigenic variation of
the Vsa and Vsp lipoprotein family in M. pulmonis (26, 325)
and M. bovis (216) and of the VlhA hemagglutinin in M. syno-
viae (254). This antigenic variation results from genomic rear-
rangements and is commonly associated with DNA inversion
events, which may be the result of either homologous recom-
bination or site-specific recombination (see below). Molecular
details for most molecular mechanisms remain to be eluci-
dated for these important pathogens (138, 171, 215, 254, 325,
330). DNA inversion as a result of homologous recombination
leads to antigenic variation of the SLPs in Campylobacter fetus.
Antigenic variation of SLPs involves reassortment of eight sap
genes, each encoding an antigenically distinct SLP, and a single
sap promoter. The DNA inversion involves a fragment of 6.2
kb with the single promoter or, in addition, a flanking region
with one or more of the variable sap cassettes. The DNA
rearrangement positions the one sap promoter to transcribe
one of the eight sap genes. These inversion events, also re-
ferred to as nested DNA rearrangements, decreased in a recA
mutant, suggesting partial dependence on RecA (81, 84, 286).

Gene duplication by recombination is invoked in modulating
the level of expression of a gene. In H. influenzae type b, a
heritable variation in the level of capsule production occurs as
a result of gene duplication of the cap genes, which may be
enhanced by the flanking IS-like sequence. In addition, in type
1 H. influenzae type b, an irreversible switch to the nonexpress-
ing type can occur when the bexA gene, which is essential for
capsular synthesis, is lost as a result of recombination between
duplicated cap sequences flanking bexA (184–186, 296; re-
viewed in reference 297). The latter event can be reversed only
by transformation with DNA from a bex� isolate (184, 185).
Phase variation of capsule production in several Streptococcus
pneumonia serotypes is also associated with DNA duplication
and excision. In this case, tandem duplication and precise ex-
cision of random fragments of 11 to 239 bp occur in genes
essential for capsule production. Duplication of the sequence
leads to disruption of the open reading frame and thus to a
switch to a nonexpressing phenotype. The recombination
mechanism has not been characterized but is likely to be RecA
dependent since the repeat region is long (378, 379). This is
reminiscent of RecA-dependent variation in the number of
long repeat units (over 200 nt) in the coding sequence of the
alpha C surface proteins in group B S. pneumoniae, the M
proteins in group A Streptococcus, and the Esp protein in
Enterococcus faecalis. However, in these genes the coding se-
quence remains in frame and the change in the number of unit
repeats affects the antigenicity of the protein (107, 284).

Site-specific recombination. Nonhomologous, site-specific
recombination requires specific enzymes that act at cognate
DNA sequences that may have sequence identity, but often in
a region of no more than 30 bp. Here the distinction is made
between conservative site-specific recombination (CSSR) that
can lead to inversion, insertion or excision of a DNA region,
and transposition. These recombination events can lead to a
variety of genetic rearrangements, some of which will lead to

phase or antigenic variation (also reviewed in references 120,
160, and 177).

Based on biochemical properties like sequence, structure,
and mechanism of recombination, the CSSR recombinase en-
zymes associated can be divided into two major families, which
are the serine and tyrosine families of recombinases, formerly
designated the resolvase-invertase and � integrase families,
respectively. There is a significant amount of functional over-
lap among these enzymes, and enzymes of either group can
mediate phase and antigenic variation. A third family consist-
ing of two enzymes has recently also been identified, but little
is known about the molecular mechanism of recombination
(353). For additional details about the biochemical properties
of these recombinases and the molecular mechanisms of trans-
position and site-specific recombination, see two recent re-
views (120, 160).

(i) Inversion of a DNA element by CSSR. Recombination
mediated by members of the serine and tyrosine families of
recombinases occurs at short regions of DNA that contain
some sequence similarity or identity required for enzyme rec-
ognition and result in reciprocal DNA strand exchange. This
recombination is the molecular basis of many DNA inversion
events that are involved in creating clonal antigenic diversity in
bacteria and phages. Depending on whether the genetic infor-
mation of this inverted element contains regulatory sequence
or coding sequence, inversion can lead to on/off phase varia-
tion, biphasic antigenic variation, or even multiphasic antigenic
variation.

The well-studied Cre recombinase can mediate recombina-
tion between two lox sequences in the absence of other fac-
tors. In contrast, in most cases where site-specific recombina-
tion leads to phenotypic variation, there is a requirement for
cellular proteins in addition to the recombinase, presumably
to form a recombination-proficient protein nucleocomplex.
Through these factors, control of the recombination event can
be exerted.

Inversion of a DNA element causes phase variation of ex-
pression of the fim and fot operons in E. coli and mrp in
P. mirabilis, encoding type 1, CS18, and MR/P fimbriae, re-
spectively (1, 135, 202, 416). In each case, the invertible ele-
ment contains a promoter that is essential to transcribe the
structural operon. This promoter is correctly positioned for
this transcription in only one of the two orientations of the
invertible element. The recombinase enzymes mediating the
inversion, two for fim and one each for fot and mrp, have
homology to each other and are members of the tyrosine re-
combinase family (135, 160). The most extensively studied sys-
tem is that of fim, encoding type 1 fimbriae. Essential features
of the fim system are outlined below. For a more detailed
discussion, the reader is referred to an excellent review and the
references therein (31).

(a) Type 1 fimbrial phase variation. Type 1 fimbriae, encoded
by the fim operon, are the most common fimbrial adhesins in
E. coli isolates. These fimbriae are thought to be of particular
importance in mediating attachment to host tissue during bac-
terial colonization of the bladder, which can lead to cystitis,
and can also mediate bacterial invasion into bladder epithelial
cells (89, 194, 313). Expression of type 1 fimbriae phase varies
a result of the inversion of a regulatory element that contains
the essential promoter for transcription of the fimbrial struc-
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tural genes, the fimA promoter (Fig. 3). The invertible element
consists of 296 bp flanked by two 9-bp inverted repeats (IRR
and IRL). The main subunit of the fimbriae is FimA, and the
fimA promoter is properly orientated for transcription of fimA
when the inverted element is in the “on” orientation. In the
“off” orientation, the promoter is incorrectly oriented for tran-
scribing fimA and fimbriae are not synthesized. Thus, the in-
version event is the main feature of this phase variation system.
This DNA inversion is mediated by the two site-specific re-
combinases, FimB and FimE. These have 48% amino acid
identity, but their DNA specificity and activity differ. FimB
mediates inversion in both directions, whereas FimE mediates
the inversion predominantly in the “on” to the “off” direction
(174, 230). The FimE bias is due in part to its substrate pref-
erence for DNA in the “on” orientation (102, 187). The fre-
quency of inversion mediated by FimB is on the order of 10�3

to 10�4, whereas the FimE-mediated inversion frequency is as
high as 10�1.

The relative amount of the two recombinases affects the net
phase variation rate of type 1 fimbriae. The fimB and fimE
genes are each transcribed from their own promoters (Fig. 3),
and several factors have been identified that regulate the tran-
scription of these genes. For example, H-NS affects both fimB
and fimE transcription (260, 261) whereas DNA supercoiling
affects fimB transcription (79, 130). Recently, it was deter-
mined that N-acetylneuraminic acid suppresses FimB expres-
sion as well as recombination. This regulation requires the
presence of a newly identified, cis-acting regulatory element
that is located over 600 bp upstream from the fimB promoter.
This element contains regions that function as a silencer and
regions involved in antirepression (91). Thus, by regulating the
transcription of the recombinase genes, phase variation rates
are affected. The significance of incorporating regulatory sig-
nals may be, in part, to signal the presence in the intestine of
the host.

The level of FimE expression also is affected by posttran-
scriptional regulation. Specifically, the level of expression is
higher when the orientation of the downstream invertible ele-
ment is in the “on” orientation than when it is inverted. This

“orientation control” is a result of differential stability of the
fimE transcript. The transcript is quite stable when the invert-
ible element is in the “on” orientation, and the transcript
extends into the switch region. The fimE transcript is less stable
when the element is in the “off” orientation. Differential sta-
bility may be the result of the formation of a Rho-dependent
terminator in the “off” orientation or that of a secondary struc-
ture that stabilizes the transcript in the “on” orientation (166,
335). Thus, the invertible element exerts its control at two
levels, first by affecting the orientation of the main fimA pro-
moter and second by affecting the level of FimE production.

The relative amounts of FimB and FimE are important in
current models of regulation, but a much more complex pic-
ture of fim regulation has emerged. For example, a bias to the
“off” phase occurs as a direct result of transcription originating
at the fimE promoter, even in the absence of functional FimE
(260). Several lines of evidence also suggest that transcription
from the fimA promoter and the DNA inversion event are
mutually exclusive (260). In addition, an “off” phenotype in
which fimbriae are not produced can be obtained even with the
DNA in the “on” orientation, as a result of posttranscriptional
regulation (229). Furthermore, various cellular factors influ-
ence the recombination reaction, including the host factors
Lrp, integration host factor, and H-NS, presumably by assisting
in the formation and stabilization of the recombination-profi-
cient protein nucleocomplex (32, 78, 90, 101, 103, 260, 262).
The interaction of these regulators with the fim DNA can be
modulated, as illustrated by the effect of the branched-chain
amino acids and alanine on the Lrp binding affinity (298).
Thus, environmental factors can affect fim phase variation, not
only by affecting the level of recombinase(s) but also by directly
influencing the inversion reaction.

Differences in fim phase variation rates have been found
among clinical isolates. One of the identified differences may
lie in variable FimB expression due to its dependence on the
availability of the minor tRNA LeuX (293). The leuX locus is
often linked to pathogenicity islands, and its expression may
vary in concert with that of virulence factors (74, 75). In addi-
tion, sequence variation of the invertible element and the pu-

FIG. 3. Phase variation of type 1 fimbrial expression, encoded by the fim operon, in E. coli as a result of DNA inversion mediated by SSM. The
relative positions of the promoters (open arrows), genes (open rectangles), and inverted repeats IRR and IRL (triangles) at fim are shown. The
invertible DNA sequence and its orientation are depicted by a shaded bar. IRR an IRL are within the binding sites for the recombinases FimB
and FimE. Binding sites for other regulatory proteins (Lrp and integration host factor) are not shown (see the text). The drawing is not to scale
and is not meant to convey protein size or other biochemical properties.
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tative presence of an additional, strain-specific transcriptional
activator have been implicated in strain-dependent variation.
These differences in fim regulation may influence the relative
success of a strain in different environments.

Our understanding of the molecular mechanism underlying
the fim expression system has made it possible to address the
occurrence and role of fim phase variation in vivo. The per-
centage of bacteria that contained the element in the “on”
position was determined in animal models of urinary tract
infection (114, 145, 343) and in bacteria isolated from women
with urinary tract infections (205). In addition, using the mouse
model, the effect on bacterial colonization of preventing inver-
sion of the fim invertible DNA element was examined (113).
Both lines of research suggest that phase variation itself is an
important feature during different stages of infection. With a
phase-varying isolate, a bias to the “on” state was observed in
bacteria in the bladder at specific times of infection, but the
relative contributions of regulation of phase variation and of
host-driven selection against a specific expression phase are
not yet clear. Applying this general approach to other infection
models should yield valuable insights into bacterium-host in-
teractions and the role of phase variation in this interaction.

(b) Other CSSR-dependent types of phase variation. DNA
inversion-mediated site-specific recombination causes an inter-
esting combination of antigenic and phase variation of the PilV
protein of the type IVB pilus in S. enterica serotype Typhi
(415). Inversion is mediated by the Rci recombinase, which is
a member of the tyrosine recombinase family. Rci was first
determined to be involved in inversion associated with a shuf-
flon located on plasmids pR64 and pR721. This shufflon de-
termines which of seven C-terminal ends is incorporated into
the PilV subunit of the pilus, and this determines the host
range for plasmid transfer. The Rci-mediated inversion at the
pilV gene of S. enterica serotype Typhi, however, results in
biphasic antigenic variation of the type IVB pilus. Inversion of
a 490-bp fragment causes one of two variable C termini to be
fused to a constant N terminus of PilV, which is a minor
component of the pilus. However, under conditions favoring
very rapid inversion, specifically when DNA is highly super-
coiled, neither PilV protein is expressed. It is thought that
RNA polymerase becomes detached during the inversion pro-
cess and that therefore during very rapid inversion there is
insufficient time for RNA polymerase to synthesize a full-
length transcript (243, 414). The antigenic variation affects
receptor recognition of the pilus, whereas pilus-mediated au-
toaggregation occurs in the absence of PilV expression.

DNA inversion is also mediated by members of the serine
recombinase family (also called the DNA invertase family), for
example, Hin-mediated recombination leading to flagellar
H1/H2 antigenic variation in S. enterica serotype Typhimu-
rium. The main difference with tyrosine recombinase-mediated
DAN inversion lies in the details of the biochemistry and
mechanism of recombination (reviewed in references 120 and
160). H1-H2 antigenic variation is a result of expression of
either FliC or FljB, respectively, and is a result of Hin-medi-
ated site-specific recombination at two 26-bp inverted repeats.
This causes inversion of a 995-bp region that contains the
promoter for fljB and fljA (formerly designated rH1) (316, 327,
328). Thus, when the promoter is oriented toward transcription
of the fljBA operon, FljB (H2) flagella are expressed concom-

itant with the repressor fljA. FljA represses fliC expression by
affecting both transcription and translation and may interact
with the 5� untranslated region of fliC (35). On Hin-mediated
inversion, fljB and fljA are not transcribed, fliC repression is
abrogated, and H1 flagella are expressed. Similar to Fim-me-
diated inversion, cellular factors facilitate the formation of the
protein nucleocomplex that must be formed to allow the re-
combination to occur and is required to activate the recombi-
nase (125). These factors will influence the rate of inversion, as
illustrated by a 150-fold increase in the rate of Hin-mediated
inversion by Fis binding to the recombination enhancer ele-
ment and Fis-Hin interactions (161, 239, 364). Other recom-
binases in this family include the phage-encoded Gin and Cin
of E. coli Mu and P1, respectively. These enzymes cause a
DNA inversion event that determines the composition of the
phage tail fiber and thus the host range of the bacteriophage
(110, 149, 363).

The recombinase Piv in Moraxella bovis and M. lancunata
also mediates a DNA inversion event, which causes antigenic
and phase variation of type IV pili (197, 222, 223). Piv is not a
member of the tyrosine or serine recombinase family but has
sequence similarity to MooV transposase, which is involved in
phase variation in Pseudoalteromonas atlantica (see below)
(353). Piv causes DNA inversion between the coding region of
tfpQ and tfpI, which determines which of these pilins are ex-
pressed and incorporated in type IV pili. In M. lancunata, TfpI
contains a mutation that inactivates the gene product, and
therefore inversion in this species leads to on/off phase varia-
tion of TfpQ (302).

Eight loci have been identified in B. fragilis that encode eight
different capsular polysaccharides. Expression of each is under
the control of on/off phase variation. At seven loci, the expres-
sion phase correlates to the orientation of an invertible DNA
element in the locus. This element contains the promoter of a
regulatory gene for the corresponding locus. One specific in-
vertible element consists of 193 bp that is flanked on each side
by a 19-bp inverted repeat sequence. The other invertible el-
ements are of similar size and are flanked by similar inverted
repeats. The corresponding recombinase(s) has, however, not
been identified yet (183a).

(ii) Insertion and excision of genetic elements from the
chromosome. Transposition can mediate reversible phase vari-
ation only if excision is precise, with restoration of the original
sequence of the recipient DNA; in most transposition events,
the original sequence of the recipient DNA is not restored
after excision of the transposing element. Furthermore, classic
transposition in general does not target a specific DNA se-
quence. In contrast, transposition mediated by the putative
transposase MooV does lead to phase variation; indeed, this
transposition requires short sequence identity between the in-
sertion element and the target sequence (277). Therefore,
transposition-mediated phase variation can occur but may be
limited to a specific group of transposable elements and
recombinases.

MooV appears to mediate phase variation of the extracel-
lular polysaccharide encoded by the eps locus in certain isolates
of the marine bacterium P. atlantica. Phase variation of eps
expression affects biofilm formation, which is thought to be an
essential part of its alternating life-style of growth on solid
surfaces and in the open ocean. This reversible switch from an
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“on” to an “off” expression phase occurs by precise excision of
an IS492 element from the eps locus, which appears to be
mediated by MooV. A specific 5-bp sequence that is essential
for insertion and excision is found at the target sequence for
insertion and at the junction of the ends of the IS492 element
in circular form. On excision, the element is found as a circular,
extrachromosomal element. Whether this is an intermediate or
end product of the recombination event is not clear. The for-
mation of this circular DNA may play a regulatory role, since
it results in the formation of a strong promoter for MooV (17,
277).

Phase variation of ica expression in Staphylococcus epider-
midis correlates with the insertion and precise excision of an
IS256I element in the icaA or icaC gene (419, 420). Expression
of the ica operon results in formation of a polysaccharide
adhesin that facilitates cell-cell interactions and biofilm forma-
tion. Excision of the IS256I element results in the formation of
an extrachromosomal circular element, as described for IS492-
mediated phase variation of expression of eps (208, 420). Phase
variation of capsule production in Citrobacter freundii and in
Neisseria meningitidis is also regulated by insertion and excision
of IS-like elements (121, 267). Many other species contain
abundant IS elements that sometimes vary in number and
position among isolates, and it will be of interest to deter-
mine if this sometimes also functions as a phase variation
mechanism.

In the examples above, phase variation is a result of insertion
and excision of DNA elements that are readily recognizable as
insertion sequence elements. In contrast, in some isolates of
Legionella pneumophila, phase variation is associated with re-
versible excision and insertion of a 30-kb plasmid into the
chromosome. The molecular mechanism is not clear, but it
appears to be a RecA-independent event (212). Variable ex-
pression of the LPS occurs, including a modification by N
methylation of legionaminic acid and various cell surface struc-
tures (179, 213). The site of insertion of the plasmid in the
chromosome appears to be irrelevant for the phase variation
phenotype. Instead, the change in copy number of the plasmid
associated with the chromosomal or episomal presence is
thought to affect the level of expression of a plasmid-located
gene that may be involved in the regulation of phase-variable
genes (212, 213).

Epigenetic Regulation

In contrast to the mechanisms described above, epigenetic
regulation of phase variation occurs in the absence of a change
in DNA sequence. Instead, it involves differentially methylated
sequences in the regulatory regions of the phase-varying gene
or operon. Since the expressed state is heritable but reversible
and since regulation is not caused by a DNA sequence change,
it is by definition epigenetic. The essential feature of the DNA
methylation-dependent phase variation systems is that the
methylation state of a target sequence at a specific site in the
chromosome affects the DNA binding of a regulatory protein
that directly regulates transcription. Expression of the DNA
methylase itself does not undergo phase variation. Methyla-
tion-dependent phase variation has been identified in E. coli
and S. enterica serotype Typhimurium. An epigenetic mecha-
nism was first elucidated for phase variation of expression of

the pap operon encoding pyelonephritis-associated pili in E.
coli and is now known to regulate phase variation of a family of
pap-like fimbrial operons in these species and of the outer
membrane protein Ag43. The essential features of these two
epigenetic phase variation systems are outlined below.

Pap phase variation. Most uropathogenic E. coli isolates can
express pyelonephritis-associated pili (Pap or P pili) (144).
Expression of the pap operon phase varies, and this is depen-
dent on deoxyadenosine methyltransferase (Dam), the two
Dam target sequences (GATC) in its regulatory region, and
the global regulator leucine-responsive regulatory protein
(Lrp) (Fig. 4) (40). Phase variation further requires the pap-
specific regulatory proteins PapI and PapB and the global
regulator catabolite activator protein (CAP). The pap regula-
tory region consists of 416 bp containing binding sites for these
regulatory proteins and two divergent promoters. The pI pro-
moter is for transcription of the gene encoding the PapI reg-
ulatory protein, and pBA is the main promoter for the pap
operon. The GATC site distal to the main pB promoter is
designated GATCdist (also referred to as GATC1028 or GATC-
I), and the one proximal to the pBA promoter is designated
GATCprox (GATC1130 or GATC-II), respectively. The two
GATC target sequences are 102 bp apart, and each is within a
distinct Lrp binding region (Fig. 4).

Phase-variable expression of pap is a result of the dual action
of Lrp at the pap pB promoter, as both a repressor and an
activator. Which of these roles it fulfills depends on which of
the two binding regions in the pap operon it is occupying (128,
370). If Lrp is bound at the GATCdist-containing region, it acts
as an activator and the cell is in the “on” phase for expression
of pap. If Lrp is bound at the GATCprox-containing region, it is
a repressor of pB transcription, and the cell is in the “off”
phase (Fig. 4) (397). Thus, the key to understanding this switch
is to determine how Lrp binding alternates between these two
sites.

Differential binding of Lrp is facilitated by DNA methyl-
ation and by the PapI protein. PapI is a small (8-kDa) protein
that was shown to be in direct contact with Lrp but also ap-
pears to bind at the pap GATCdist region with a very low
affinity (128, 168). However, a high-affinity interaction occurs
between DNA. PapI, and Lrp that requires a specific DNA
sequence (ACGATC) found at the pap GATC sequences (128,
129). It was initially determined that the affinity of Lrp for
GATCdist increased in the presence of PapI, which facilitates a
switch to the “on” phase. Conversely, methylation at GATCdist

decreased the Lrp binding affinity, which is an essential feature
for maintaining the “off” phase (257, 258). More detailed in
vitro analyses of protein-DNA interactions have shown that
PapI also enhances the binding of Lrp at the GATCprox-con-
taining Lrp binding region. The degree to which Lrp affinity is
affected by PapI varies between the proximal and distal binding
sites and depends on the methylation state of the GATC sites.
Recent work indicates that methylation of GATCprox prevents
PapI-dependent Lrp binding at the pBA-proximal region but
does not prevent Lrp-dependent binding. This appears to be a
key feature for maintaining the “on” phase (128, 129). Thus,
the methylation state of the GATC sequences in conjunction
with PapI determine the Lrp binding site and thereby control
the pap expression state.

The pap expression phase is heritable as a result of the
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inheritance of the DNA methylation state of the two GATC
sequences. A nonmethylated state will be maintained and in-
herited as long as Lrp remains bound, because Lrp binding
blocks the ability of Dam to access the GATC sequence con-
tained within the occupied Lrp binding site. This occurs at both
GATC-containing regions. The site that is methylated will con-
tinue to be so since it is accessible to Dam (128, 397). This
raises the question of how a switch in expression phase can
occur. Even though it has not yet been directly proven, it is
thought that the switch in the occupied Lrp binding site can
take place, when the DNA is transiently hemimethylated fol-
lowing DNA replication. Consistent with this, the affinity of
Lrp-PapI for hemimethylated pap DNA was found to be higher
than for the same DNA when methylated on both strands. This
links a change in pap expression phase to cell division.

The level of expression of the regulatory proteins PapI and
of PapB depends on the level of transcription originating at the
pI and pB promoters. PapI is necessary for phase variation, as
described above. PapB activates pI, whereas at higher concen-
trations it represses its own promoter, pB, resulting in auto-
regulation (97). Other factors that modulate the activity of
these promoters also affect phase variation. For example, cyclic
AMP (cAMP)-CAP directly activates transcription at pB and
probably also at pI (128, 396). Some of the DNA binding
proteins may play a second role by facilitating the formation of
a stable DNA-protein complex at pap.

This description of the essential features of the pap phase
variation mechanism is, however, a simplification of the sys-
tem, and various aspects still remain to be elucidated. For
example, one novel and potentially critical feature identified
from recent work is the principle of “mutual exclusion,” in
which the binding of Lrp at one region in pap decreases its
affinity for the second in cis site, even though the binding sites
do not overlap. How this occurs at the molecular level is as yet
unknown. A more in-depth discussion of this and other fea-

tures of the pap regulatory system can be found in reference
128.

Based on the presence of homologous regulatory proteins
and conserved regulatory sequences, a family of fimbrial op-
erons has been identified in E. coli and S. enterica serotypes.
These are regulated according to the same Dam- and Lrp-
dependent principle, even though variations do exist (251, 369,
371). For example, leucine does not affect the binding of Lrp at
pap but does affect it at the clp fimbrial operon affecting the
phase variation of CS31A fimbriae (62). Furthermore, the PapI
homolog of the fimbrial operon pef in S. enterica serotype
Typhimurium stimulates transcriptional repression and not ac-
tivation of pef, presumably due to a different organization of
Dam target sequences and protein binding sites (251). Several
other trans-acting factors, including cAMP-CAP, temperature,
and pH, also differentially affect the regulation of the various
members of the pap family (31, 183, 251, 399).

Ag43 phase variation. Dam is also required for phase vari-
ation of expression of the agn43 gene (also designated flu) in
E. coli (72, 116, 126). This gene encodes the outer membrane
protein Ag43, which causes autoaggregation, enhances biofilm
formation, and may affect phage adsorption (64, 100, 269). The
regulation of phase variation of Ag43 is quite different from
that of pap and requires only the oxidative stress response
protein OxyR in addition to Dam. The agn regulatory region
contains three GATC sequences that are located within a bind-
ing site for OxyR. OxyR is a repressor of agn43 but binds this
region only when the GATC sites are nonmethylated. Meth-
ylation of the GATC sequences is required to abrogate the
binding of OxyR and results in the “on” phase. Once OxyR is
bound, access of Dam is blocked, which allows the “off” state
to be maintained (116, 126, 380, 383). Thus, phase variation is
a direct result of competition between OxyR and Dam for the
agn43 region and is therefore sensitive to intercellular concen-
trations of OxyR and the Dam/DNA ratio, which determines

FIG. 4. DNA methylation-dependent phase variation of the pap operon in E. coli. Proteins that are essential for the “on” and “off” phases, and
the relative positions of their binding sites, are depicted. Note that the methylation state of the two GATC DNA sequences, depicted by Me, also
differ in the two phases as a result of the accessibility of Dam. The drawing is not to scale and is not meant to convey protein size or biochemical
properties. See the text for additional information.
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the level of DNA methylation (59). The oxidation state of
OxyR does not affect its role as a repressor for agn43, which is
unusual for a member of the OxyR regulon (382). Despite
sequence divergence in the coding and regulatory regions, the
nucleotides that are essential for Dam- and OxyR-dependent
phase variation are conserved among the sequenced agn43-like
genes (3, 295, 383). Thus, it is predicted that these agn43 genes
also undergo Dam- and OxyR-dependent phase variation; in-
deed, the expression of the agn43-like gene of the neonatal
meningitis isolate K1 phase varies (383).

No other Dam-dependent phase-varying systems have been
identified. However, Dam is a conserved protein in various
species, including pathogenic Yersinia pestis, Y. pseudotubercu-
losis, and Vibrio cholerae (210), and therefore phase variation
according to the same principle of methylation-dependent
binding of a regulatory protein seems possible. Methylation-
dependent phase variation could potentially also be mediated
by DNA methylases that are part of R/M systems.

Phase Variation as Part of the Cell’s Regulatory Network

Cross regulation. In early studies of fimbrial gene expression
in E. coli, it was noted that, in general, a strain would express
only one fimbrial type at a time. For example, E. coli strain
KS71 has the potential to express P, type 1C, or type 1 fim-
briae, but in general it expresses only one of these on an
individual cell. In this strain, fewer than 10% of the individual
cells express two types of fimbriae simultaneously (259). Re-
cently, the molecular basis for coordination between phase
variation of expression of type 1 and Pap fimbriae was eluci-
dated. The PapB regulatory protein is transcribed from the
phase-variable pap promoter pB (see above). Xia et al. showed
that PapB expression results in a decrease in the percentage of
type 1-expressing cells. PapB binding at fim directly inhibits the
FimB-mediated DNA inversion at the fim operon encoding
type 1 fimbriae. In addition, PapB caused an increase in ex-
pression of the second recombinase, FimE, which results in an
increase in the switching frequency of type 1 from “on” to “off”
(403). The PapB homolog of the sfa operon, SfaB, also re-
presses type 1 expression, but the homologs of other pap-like
fimbrial operons, including DaaA, FaeB, FanA, FanB, and
ClpB, do not (134). Furthermore, PapB, PapI, and their ho-
mologs can influence phase variation of expression of the other
pap-like operons, even though this cross regulation may also be
limited to a subset of operons in this family (371). Thus, phase-
variable expression of one operon can directly influence the
switching frequency of a different phase-varying operon.

Coordination of expression has also been identified between
fimbrial operons that phase vary and flagellar operons that do
not phase vary. In P. mirabilis, coordinated expression occurs
between phase-varying MR/P fimbriae and non-phase-varying
flagella. When the mrp operon is in the “on” phase and ex-
pressed, transcription of the flagellar operon is repressed. This
is mediated by the mrpJ gene in the mrp operon, which encodes
a regulatory protein that indirectly exerts a negative control
over transcription of the flagellar operon (203). In E. coli, the
MrpJ homolog, PapX, of the phase-varying fimbrial pap oper-
on appears to play a similar role (202, 416), and in S. enterica
serotype Typhimurium, the FimZ protein of the phase-varying
fimbrial fim operon affects flagellar expression (54, 405). Ex-

pression of these regulatory proteins can be under the phase
variation control mechanism of the main promoter of the op-
eron. Thus, as a result of phase-variable expression of the fim-
brial operon, flagellar expression also appears to phase vary.
This coordinated expression could have evolved to facilitate
fimbria-mediated bacterial adhesion by decreasing motility.

In E. coli, expression of the phase-varying outer membrane
protein Ag43 and that of several phase-varying fimbriae also
appears to be coordinated. Fimbrial expression results in a
decreased presence of Ag43 on the cell surface. The underlying
regulatory mechanism is not clear, since not all experimental
data are consistent with a proposed model of coordinated
transcriptional regulation in which the oxidation state of OxyR
mediates the coordinated expression (310, 311, 382). An in-
triguing alternative is the global regulatory two-component
CpxAR system, which senses misfolded proteins in the peri-
plasm and can be activated by bacterial surface attachment
(266). CpxAR activation modulates the level of expression of
Pap fimbriae in a culture, apparently by increasing the switch
frequency from off to on (128, 148). It seems likely that cross
regulation by this or other mechanisms that result in coordi-
nated expression of cell surface structures, including those that
phase vary, is a more common occurrence than is currently
recognized.

Environmental regulation. Environmental regulation of
gene expression allows the bacterium to be optimally suited to
its growth environment. Thus, one may expect that the expres-
sion of phase-variable genes would also be under environmen-
tal control, and this does indeed occur. Iron starvation, for
example, increases the frequency of antigenic and phase vari-
ation of N. gonorrhoeae pili and may be correlated with a
general change in the DNA recombination rate and the DNA
repair rate. Low iron concentrations are often encountered by
this obligate human pathogen during infection and thus are
likely to be an important signal for the success of this bacte-
rium in the host (323). Stimuli that affect the expression of
phase-variable fimbriae in E. coli and S. enterica serotype Ty-
phimurium include temperature, pH, carbon source, and
amino acid concentration; they may serve to signal whether the
bacterium is in a host and, if so, in which organ or tissue
(reviewed in references 29, 31, and 183). The signals may result
in regulation that is epistatic to the phase variation control
mechanism, as is the case for cAMP-CAP-mediated activation
of the pap operon (396). A comprehensive review of the envi-
ronmental conditions that affect individual phase variation
mechanisms is beyond the scope of this article.

The way in which environmental stimuli are incorporated
into the regulatory system will depend in part on the phase
variation mechanism involved. Environmental signals may af-
fect the switch frequency of phase variation or may be epistatic
to the phase variation mechanism. This distinction can be im-
portant, since the latter may allow a rapid adaptive response in
cells in the population. For example, if cells are in a genetic or
epigenetic “on” state, promoter activity can be rapidly re-
pressed by regulatory proteins acting in trans. In contrast, a
change in the switch frequency will affect the composition of
the bacterial population as a whole and in most cases will
require DNA synthesis, resulting in a slower response. The
effects may not always be independent, as appears to be the
case for temperature-dependent repression of pap mediated by
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H-NS. A rapid repression of promoter activity occurs at a
temperature downshift from 37 to 23°C, but over several gen-
erations the DNA methylation state that determines the ex-
pression phase is affected as well (398). The switching fre-
quency mediated by SSM can also be affected by the activity of
the promoter (22, 196). SSM-dependent phase variation of
SclB in Streptococcus pyogenes was monitored by analysis of the
variable number of repeats after growth in fresh human blood
and in medium. Only in the former were variations found,
which also indicates that environmental conditions or selection
pressures can affect SSM-dependent phase-variable expression
of this protein (285).

Concluding Remarks

Regardless of the mechanism, per cell the switching event of
phase variation is a stochastic event and thus is random. How-
ever, our increased understanding of the molecular mecha-
nisms underlying phase variation is emphasizing that phase
variation and the regulatory systems that determine the gen-
eral physiological state of the bacterium are not separate pro-
cesses and that the switch frequency can be modified by spe-
cific growth conditions or physiological states. Furthermore,
most systems appear to require DNA synthesis, either for
DNA repair or for DNA replication, and this also establishes
a link between a change in expression phase and the physio-
logical state of the bacterium. Thus, perceiving phase variation
as a random, nonregulated process may lead to incorrect con-
clusions when addressing the significance of phase variation.
Furthermore, some phase variation systems can affect the ex-
pression of other, nonrelated cellular proteins. Finally, it is
clear that the expression of certain genes that undergo phase
variation can enhance survival. How the different mechanisms,
environmental regulation, and the gene products each contrib-
ute to the success of the bacterial population largely remains to
be determined. However, this, together with ongoing efforts to
identify environmental signals and regulatory networks that
influence phase variation, will probably contribute to our un-
derstanding of the global changes that allow bacteria to adapt
and survive in a changing environment.

GENOMICS AND PHASE VARIATION

In April 2003, 91 complete and annotated bacterial geno-
mic sequences were available to the public through the Com-
prehensive Microbial Resource database at The Institute for
Genomic Research (http://www.tigr.org/tigr-scripts/CMR2
/CMRHomePage.spl), and the number is rapidly increasing.
The extent to which analysis of these genomes can yield novel
information about phase variation depends in part on how
much is known about the mechanism of regulation. The pres-
ence of homologs of PapI and PapB and of a conserved region
surrounding the Dam target sequences of pap (GATC boxes)
facilitated the identification of the pap-like family of phase-
varying fimbrial operons (128, 251, 369, 371). This approach
succeeded since multiple characteristics could be probed and
the proteins have a high degree of homology. Phase variation
that is mediated by DNA inversion may be identified by the
presence of a gene encoding for a site specific recombinase

(see “Molecular mechanisms of phase variation” above). How-
ever, since site-specific recombinases are also involved in non-
phase variation processes, the proximity to a putative virulence
gene may be required to stimulate interest. Indeed, identifica-
tion of recombination-dependent antigenic variation of PilV
was facilitated by the presence of the recombinase gene rci
adjacent to pilV in the S. enterica serotype Typhi chromosome
(243, 414). Thus, genome analysis can identify novel phase or
antigenically varying systems and assist in the identification of
the regulatory mechanism as well.

The greatest success in identifying novel phase-varying sys-
tems from genome sequences has been for putative SSM-de-
pendent systems. Genomes were analyzed for the presence of
short sequence repeats, and, when possible, comparison of
multiple related genome sequences was used to identify repeat
tracts that are susceptible to variation between strains. Using
this general approach, putative phase-varying genes have been
identified by different groups in H. influenzae (95, 137, 361),
H. pylori (4, 34, 104, 309, 354) C. jejuni (274, 386), S. pneu-
moniae (349), and Neisseria spp. (273, 307, 334, 350). For
example, 19 putative SSM-dependent genes were identified in
H. influenzae (95, 137, 361) and 82 were identified in N. men-
ingitidis strain MC58 (273, 307). Of the latter 82, the identifi-
cation of 19 was facilitated by comparative analyses of three
neisserial genomes (334). The computer-based approach has
the advantage that it is rapid and that phase variation is iden-
tified without a bias to a certain functional class of proteins,
allowing phase variation to be discovered for novel classes. For
example, phase variation of DNA restriction modification sys-
tems in Haemophilus influenzae and Helicobacter pylori was
postulated based on genome analysis, and experimental anal-
ysis showed that this indeed occurs (66, 70).

Despite the successes of this genome-based approach, the
presence of a short sequence repeat is not sufficient to con-
clude that phase variation of expression of the gene occurs. For
example, a short poly(dA) tract in the futC gene in H. pylori
facilitates ribosomal frameshifting during translation and not
SSM (385). Recently, variation in the length of repeat se-
quence in numerous Neisseria stains and isolates was analyzed
for 20 repeat sequences found in N. meningitidis strain MC58.
This analysis led to the prediction that the expression of 18 of
these genes with repeat sequences is unlikely to phase vary
(225). A correlation was found between the characteristics of
the repeat unit and the interspecies variation in the number of
repeat units. For example, four repeats of a dinucleotide unit
appeared to be stable. Similarly, it is likely that the 397 SSRs of
1 to 3 nt identified in S. pneumoniae TIGR4 is larger than the
number of phase-variable genes (349). First, various repeats
were located in important central metabolism genes and there-
fore are less likely to be phase variable. In addition, the rate at
which slippage occurs depends on the DNA sequence and the
number of repeats, and the stability of a given sequence is
likely to be species dependent (66, 340) (see “Diagnostic and
experimental significance of phase variation” below). How-
ever, our ability to accurately predict the genes whose expres-
sion phase varies based on genome sequence analysis should
increase as more phase variation systems and the underlying
processes are characterized in different species.
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BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PHASE VARIATION

Borrelia species are thought to evade adaptive immune re-
sponses encountered in blood or the lymphatics by a combi-
nation of a “stealth design” (i.e., a periplasmic location of
flagella and the absence of LPS) and antigenic variation of
surface structures (i.e., outer membrane lipoproteins). Con-
vincing support for this view comes from animal experiments.
In relapsing fever (caused by B. hermsii), each relapse is caused
by an antigenic variant expressing a new variant of its variable
major lipoprotein (Vmp), as indicated by the isolation of a new
serotype. Peak antibody titers against Vmp variants appear
subsequently in the order in which variants are isolated,
thereby suggesting that new serotypes arise from Vmp variants
that escape a specific antibody response (55, 56, 238, 341). In
B. burgdorferi, the etiologic agent of Lyme disease, surface
variation involves antigenic variation of VIsE, a surface-ex-
posed lipoprotein encoded by linear plasmid lp28-1 (411).
While the B. burgdorferi wild type causes a chronic infection in
mice, a mutant lacking linear plasmid lp28-1 begins to be
cleared by day 8 after infection when adaptive immunity de-
velops (189). The mutant lacking linear plasmid lp28-1, how-
ever, does persist in mice unable to mount an adaptive re-
sponse (C3H-scid mice), thereby supporting the view that
antigenic variation of VlsE allows B. burgdorferi to evade adap-
tive immunity (189). The above correlation between the onset
of an adaptive immune response and the in vivo selection for
Borrelia variants has given rise to the concept that antigenic
variation of surface structures is a powerful mechanism for
evasion of adaptive immune responses by bacteria, thereby
allowing them to cause chronic or recurrent infections. How-
ever, a correlation does not imply causality, illustrating that
some aspects of this hypothesis remain to be tested. Further-
more, while studies of Borrelia pathogenesis are limited to the
role of antigenic variation in immune evasion, a common ex-
trapolation is the assumption that other mechanisms involved
in surface variation, such as phase variation, may also be in-
volved in immune evasion. A review of the literature indicates
that this assumption has rarely been tested experimentally.

Persistence through Surface Variation

Variation of all major surface antigens is a hallmark of
pathogens persistently colonizing mucosal surfaces, such as
N. gonorrhoeae (gonococcus), N. meningitidis (meningococcus),
and H. influenzae. Here, expression of surface structures is
altered by a combination of antigenic variation and phase
variation mechanisms. The resulting surface variation has been
proposed to allow immune evasion during chronic or recurrent
infection and/or the generation of variants with altered ability
to colonize niches in the host (67, 245, 346). As discussed
below, these conclusions are based mainly on in vitro models
while studies using the natural host provide little support for
preferential colonization of niches by antigenic variants and
are often not designed to monitor the evasion of adaptive
immune responses over time.

One prototypical example of an organism persistently colo-
nizing mucosal surfaces is the gonococcus, a strictly human-
adapted pathogen. Gonococci can persist in the human popu-
lation because they are able to cause chronic infections of the

mucosa in the genitourinary tract, thereby ensuring continued
transmission within the population even if the opportunity to
encounter a new susceptible host may be relatively rare (as is
the case for sexual transmission). Since gonococci do not sur-
vive in the environment, a large part of their genome is de-
voted to encoding factors necessary for survival in their niche,
the genitourinary tract (249). Colonization of the mucosa of
the genitourinary tract leads to a local inflammatory response
that is rarely followed by bacteremia. One mechanism used by
gonococci to persist in the genitourinary tract is thought to be
the evasion of adaptive immune responses directed against
antigens displayed on their surface. The variation of surface
structures is mediated by a combination of antigenic variation
and phase variation mechanisms to alter the composition or
expression of prominent surface antigens, including type IV
fimbriae (10, 118, 318), LOS (11, 63), colony opacity proteins
(Opa) (23, 246) and other outer membrane proteins (42, 43,
58).

One challenge of constantly altering the antigenicity of the
bacterial surface for the purpose of immune evasion is to
maintain functionality of surface structures required for the
host-pathogen interaction. It is easy to envision how this prob-
lem can be solved through antigenic variation because this
mechanism can generate variants with altered immunodomi-
nant epitopes while conserving functionally important parts of
the structure. Antigenic variation of the major subunit of gono-
coccus type IV pili is thought to be a good example of this
strategy. Type IV pili are expressed during infection, and an-
tigenic variation is observed in volunteers, although this exper-
imental model is not well suited to studying the contribution of
an adaptive immune response because antibiotic treatment is
initiated within 4 days of infection (320). Antigenic variation of
the major fimbrial subunit generates variation of epitopes ex-
posed at the filament surface while leaving sequences required
for its assembly unaltered (96, 271). This mechanism has little
effect on the biological function of pili because adherence is
mediated by a minor pilus subunit encoded by the pilC gene
(303). Antigenic variation is thus expected to enable gonococci
to evade an immune response directed against the major pilus
subunit while maintaining its ability to interact with host cells
through type IV pili.

It is less obvious how functionality can be conserved when a
phase-variable on/off switch is used to alter the expression of
surface antigens. Phase-variable expression of a surface struc-
ture that is important for host-pathogen interactions, such as
an adhesin, presents the pathogen with a problem. That is,
once the host has mounted a specific adaptive response to the
adhesin, those cells expressing it (i.e., phase “on” variants) will
be cleared by immune mechanisms. Those cells not expressing
the adhesin (phase “off” variants) will also be cleared because
the adhesin is required for colonization. At a first glance,
phase-variable expression of surface structures essential for the
host-pathogen interaction therefore appears not to be suited
for immune evasion during chronic infection. One possible
solution of the problem of using phase variation for immune
evasion without losing the ability to adhere to or invade tissue
is revealed by the analysis of Opa expression in gonococci.
Here, phase variation appears to be paired with functional
redundancy of a family of outer membrane proteins to allow
the organism to persist in the mucosa of the genitourinary
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tract. Gonococci can express up to 12 different Opa proteins,
each encoded by a gene whose expression shows phase varia-
tion as a result of an SSM mechanism (67). Opa phase varia-
tion results in a heterogenous bacterial population containing
cells expressing no, one, or multiple Opa proteins. Most Opa
proteins bind to host cell receptors of the CD66 family
(CD66a, CD66c, CD66d, and/or CD66e) (38, 44, 45, 108, 109,
375), while one variant binds heparan sulfate (373). Although
the receptor specificities of most Opa proteins are similar,
phenotypic differences resulting from Opa phase variation can
be detected in vitro during the interaction of gonococci with
epithelial cell lines or with professional phagocytes (67). It has
therefore been speculated that the role of Opa phase variation
may be the generation of variants that differ in their ability to
colonize a particular niche in vivo. A correlate of the postulate
that a particular combination of Opa proteins may be required
for colonization of a particular niche in the host is that this
Opa combination would be selected for and would be isolated
preferentially from this niche during infection. Volunteer stud-
ies show that while the majority of isolates from infected sub-
jects express one or more Opa proteins, no Opa protein is
preferentially expressed during early infection in the male ure-
thra (159, 345). These in vivo results do not support the view
that Opa phase variation functions in the generation of vari-
ants with different fitness for colonizing a niche. Instead, these
studies support the view that Opa proteins mediate overlap-
ping or redundant functions in vivo and that these functions
are required during initial colonization of the urethra (159,
345). The overlapping or redundant function mediated by dif-
ferent Opa proteins is likely to be a tight adherence to epithe-
lial cells via CD66 followed by transcytosis of gonococci into
the lamina propria (249). The available evidence does not
exclude the possibility that the principal role of Opa phase
variation is the generation of a repertoire of strains, each
expressing different combinations of surface antigens with sim-
ilar function, thereby allowing newly arising phase variants to
evade adaptive immunity while maintaining their ability to
colonize the urethra. However, this hypothesis has not yet been
tested experimentally in the natural host, because treatment of
volunteers needs to be initiated before adaptive immunity fully
develops. Thus, it remains to be seen whether the finite com-
bination of gonococcal Opa proteins generated by phase vari-
ation is sufficient for immune evasion during chronic infection
of mucosal surfaces.

Several other human-adapted pathogens appear to use strat-
egies for persistent colonization of mucosal surfaces that are
similar to those employed by the gonococcus. For example,
N. meningitidis (meningococcus) and H. influenzae infect only
humans and do not survive in the environment. The vast ma-
jority of individuals infected with these organisms are carriers
in whom the nasopharynx is colonized asymptomatically. Sim-
ilar to the gonococcus, the meningococcus and H. influenzae
are both capable of altering all major surface antigens by phase
or antigenic variation. These variable antigens include the cap-
sule (122), LOS (167), type IV pili (158, 248, 352), opacity
proteins (Opa and Opc) (170, 305, 339), and other outer mem-
brane proteins (201, 290, 366) of meningococcus as well as
LOS (296, 391, 392), fimbriae (372), opacity proteins (Oap)
(388), and outer membrane proteins involved in iron acquisi-
tion (57) of H. influenzae. A well-studied example is the me-

ningococcus LOS, which is required for colonization of the
nasopharynx, as suggested by animal experiments (406). Anal-
ysis of meningococcal LOS biosynthesis provides an intriguing
example of how phase variation (i.e., a heritable on/off switch
of gene expression) can be used to generate antigenic variation
(i.e., changes in the chemical composition) of a surface struc-
ture. In this case, expression of several genes (lgt genes) en-
coding glycosyltransferases shows phase variation (11, 156,
157). These glycosyltransferases are required for the expres-
sion of terminal LOS structures knows as �-chain and �-chain
extensions. Variation of �-chain and �-chain extensions dra-
matically changes the antigenic properties of LOS, thereby
forming the basis for its classification into 14 immunotypes, L1
to L14 (167, 220, 314, 421). In many meningococcal isolates,
individual genes are missing from the lgt-1 locus (lgtABCDE)
and/or the lgt-3 locus (lgtG), thus representing meningococci
capable of expressing only a small subset (often 2 or 3) of the
14 known LOS immunotypes (157, 417, 418). It is difficult to
envision how switching between a limited repertoire of LOS
structures can be sufficient to allow continued immune evasion
during chronic infection of the nasopharynx. A mechanism that
may contribute to immune evasion is the concealment of an-
tigens by LOS sialylation. The sialylation of �-chain extensions
carrying terminal galactose residues (present in the LOS of
immunotypes L2, L3, L4, L7, and L9) gives rise to LOS car-
bohydrate moieties mimicking carbohydrates present in glyco-
sphingolipids of human cells (218, 219). The LOS sialylation is
also thought to result in a general down-regulation of antibody
and complement binding to the bacterial surface (287). In
addition to a possible role in immune evasion, LOS variation
has been postulated to be a mechanism that facilitates the
adaptation of the meningococcus to environmental changes
during its transition from the mucosa of the nasopharynx into
the blood. This view is supported by in vitro studies showing
that the sialylated LOS of immunotypes L3, L7, and L9 confers
increased serum resistance but impairs invasion of nasopha-
ryngeal epithelial cells compared to LOS of immunotype L8
(69, 242). Furthermore, an investigation of an outbreak caused
by a meningococcus clone (ET-5 complex) capable of express-
ing six immunotypes (L1, L3, L7, L8, L9, and L10) showed that
97% isolates from patients but only 43% of isolates from
healthy carriers expressed immunotypes L3, L7, and L9 (162).
It has thus been postulated that colonization of the nasopha-
ryngeal mucosa would select for meningococcus variants ex-
pressing a nonsialylated LOS (e.g., immunotype L8) while in-
troduction into the bloodstream would result in selection for
sialylated LOS phase variants (e.g., immunotype L3) (167,
236). This hypothesis would predict that isolates from multiple
sites within an individual patient (i.e., from the blood and
throat) are likely to differ in their immunotype if the strain
possesses a repertoire of lgt genes that enables it to poten-
tially express immunotype L8 (preferentially isolated from the
throat) as well as immunotype L3 (preferentially isolated from
the blood). However, a recent analysis of paired isolates (all
capable of expressing L3 and L8) from the blood and the
throat of individual patients showed no evidence of phase
variation within individual pairs, thereby apparently refuting
this hypothesis (24). In summary, compelling experimental ev-
idence for any of the proposed in vivo roles of LOS phase
variation in meningococci is still missing.
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Evasion of Cross-Immunity

There are also several well-studied examples of phase-vari-
able surface antigens in members of the family Enterobacteri-
aceae. In these organisms, the potential of phase-variable ex-
pression of surface appendages (flagella and fimbriae) for
immune evasion is offset by the constitutive expression of LPS,
a major surface antigen eliciting protective immune responses.
Unlike the LOS of gonococci, meningococci, or H. influenzae,
the LPS of the members of the Enterobacteriaceae carries ter-
minal structures formed by repeating oligosaccharide units (O
antigen) that are highly immunogenic. Constitutive expression
of these invariant antigens on their surface illustrates that
members of the Enterobacteriaceae show little potential for
evasion of adaptive immune responses during an infection. As
a result, these organisms are eventually cleared from host
tissues by adaptive immune responses directed against invari-
ant surface antigens and therefore generally cause self-limited
infections that leave the host immune to reinfection. The strat-
egies underlying host-pathogen interactions for the Enterobac-
teriaceae are thus fundamentally different from those employed
by pathogens causing chronic or recurrent infections by evad-
ing adaptive immune responses through variation and conceal-
ment of all major surface antigens.

A prototypical example of a pathogen belonging to the fam-
ily Enterobacteriaceae is Salmonella enterica, the organism in
which the phenomenon of phase variation was first described
(6). Based on polymorphisms in their O antigens and their
flagellin proteins, S. enterica is subdivided into more than 2,000
serotypes. However, unlike meningococcal strains, which are
capable of switching between different LOS immunotypes at
high frequency, each S. enterica serotype expresses an invariant
O-antigen type. As a result, after infection with a particular S.
enterica serotype, a mammalian host acquires immunity against
infection with S. enterica serotypes expressing the same or
similar O antigens. This immunity is based largely on a re-
sponse to immunodominant O-antigen epitopes that are tra-
ditionally used to classify S. enterica serotypes into serogroups.
For example, the O-antigen repeat units of members of sero-
groups B and D1 possess an identical trisaccharide backbone
(the O12 antigen) but have abequose (the O4 antigen) and
tyvelose (the O9 antigen), respectively, as the immunodomi-
nant sugar branch (173). The immunodominance of the O4
and O9 antigens in LPS of serogroups B and D1, respectively,
is illustrated by analyzing the serological response generated
during infection with S. enterica serotypes Typhimurium (se-
rogroup B) and Enteritidis (serogroup D1). Exposure of ani-
mals to S. enterica serotype Enteritidis elicits higher antibody
titers against the O9 antigen than against the O12 antigen (14).
Similarly, immunization with S. enterica serotype Typhimurium
results in higher titers against the O4 antigen than against the
O12 antigen (333). The importance of immunodominant O-
antigen epitopes in eliciting immunity is convincingly demon-
strated by challenge experiments performed with mice. Immu-
nization of mice with a S. enterica serotype Enteritidis aroA
mutant (expressing the O9 antigen) elicits protection against
challenge with a virulent S. enterica serotype Enteritidis strain
(expressing the O9 antigen) but not against a virulent strain of
S. enterica serotype Typhimurium (expressing the O4 antigen).
However, cross-protection between the two serotypes is ob-

served when mice immunized with the S. enterica serotype
Enteritidis aroA mutant are challenged with a virulent S. en-
terica serotype Typhimurium mutant that is genetically engi-
neered to express the O9 antigen instead of the O4 antigen
(139). O-antigen polymorphism is thus a mechanism that al-
lows S. enterica serotypes to evade cross-immunity between
members of different serogroups (i.e., between S. enterica se-
rotypes expressing different immunodominant O-antigen
epitopes) (173).

While S. enterica serotype Enteritidis and S. enterica sero-
type Typhimurium evade cross-immunity against LPS by O-
antigen polymorphism, other surface structures are well con-
served between the two organisms. For instance, fimbriae
encoded by the lpf operon are composed of a major fimbrial
subunit, LpfA, whose primary sequence differs by only one
amino acid between the two serotypes (255). Recent evidence
suggests that phase-variable expression of the lpf operon is
required for evasion of cross-immunity between S. enterica
serotypes expressing different immunodominant O-antigen
epitopes. As outlined above, mice immunized with S. enterica
serotype Typhimurium (serogroup B) do not possess cross-
immunity against challenge with S. enterica serotype Enteritidis
(serogroup D1) (139, 255). However, cross-immunity between
S. enterica serotype Typhimurium and S. enterica serotype En-
teritidis is observed if the challenge strain expresses the lpf
operon constitutively (i.e., once lpf fimbrial phase variation has
been eliminated by replacing the lpf promoter region with the
lac promoter) (252). The finding that lpf phase “off” variants of
S. enterica serotype Enteritidis can evade cross-immunity
against S. enterica serotype Typhimurium suggests that they
retain considerable virulence because they express alternate
attachment factors (255). The genome of S. enterica serotype
Typhimurium contains 13 fimbrial operons (231), and the syn-
ergistic effect of inactivating a subset of these operons provides
evidence for redundant functions of the encoded adhesins dur-
ing infection of mice (367). These data suggest that partial
functional redundancy of the 13 fimbrial operons present in S.
enterica serotype Typhimurium is a prerequisite for effectively
using phase variation as a mechanism for immune evasion. The
genetic makeup of fimbrial gene sequences in S. enterica sero-
types is thus reminiscent of the phase-variable expression of
functionally related Opa proteins in the gonococcus. However,
while it is difficult to envision how the finite combination of
Opa proteins generated by phase variation can enable the
gonococcus to continuously stay ahead of an adaptive immune
response during a chronic infection, evasion of cross-immunity
poses a less complicated problem. For example, S. enterica
serotype Enteritidis (expressing the O9 antigen) has to over-
come cross-immunity against fimbrial proteins of S. enterica
serotype Typhimurium (expressing the O4 antigen) only once
(because the host subsequently mounts an adaptive response
to its O9 antigen), a task that appears manageable by a phase-
variable on/off switch for the individual fimbrial operons. In
this context, the recent finding that each S. enterica serotype
possesses a distinct repertoire of fimbrial operons appears rel-
evant, because this genetic design probably facilitates evasion
of cross-immunity against fimbrial proteins between different
serotypes (357). Their role in evasion of cross-immunity pro-
vides an attractive explanation of why genomes of S. enterica
serotypes contain large but distinct repertoires of fimbrial op-
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erons that are regulated by phase variation and exhibit partial
functional redundancy. To understand the importance of fim-
brial phase variation, it is thus necessary to review the biolog-
ical significance of evading cross-immunity.

Evasion of cross-immunity appears to provide a significant
selective advantage for S. enterica serotypes during coexistence
in their animal reservoirs. A major source of direct competi-
tion between S. enterica serotypes occupying the same ecolog-
ical niche (i.e., the intestine of a mammalian host species) is
the host immune response, which may effectively limit the
available resources (i.e., susceptible individuals suitable for
transmission) (115). Mathematical models predict that cross-
immunity between S. enterica serotypes which share immuno-
dominant O antigen epitopes will result in competition, with
the likely outcome being that the most successful (in terms of
transmission success) serotype will outcompete the others in a
particular host population (5, 173). However, S. enterica sero-
types can coexist within a host population by evading cross-
immunity through O-antigen polymorphism. Thus, the host
immune response is predicted to reduce populations of differ-
ent S. enterica serotypes sharing an immunodominant O anti-
gen to a single strain, while coexistence of two or more sero-
types in a host population is possible, if they evade cross-
immunity by O-antigen polymorphism (i.e., by expressing
different immunodominant O-antigen epitopes) (173). These
theoretical predictions are in good agreement with the results
of epidemiological studies showing that S. enterica serotypes
causing the majority of cases of disease in a mammalian res-
ervoir possess different immunodominant O-antigen epitopes
(i.e., belong to different serogroups). For example, S. enterica
serotype Dublin (serogroup D1) and S. enterica serotype Ty-
phimurium (serogroup B) are associated with the majority of
reported disease incidents is cattle (198, 336–338). S. enterica
serotype Choleraesuis (serogroup C1), S. enterica serotype Ty-
phimurium (serogroup B), and S. enterica serotype Dublin
(serogroup D1) cause the majority of illnesses in pigs (88, 198,
336, 337). Furthermore, strictly host-adapted S. enterica sero-
types causing typhoid fever coexist in the human population,
and each expresses a different immunodominant O-antigen
epitope. These include S. enterica serotype Typhi (serogroup
D1), S. enterica serotype Paratyphi A (serogroup A), S. enterica
serotype Paratyphi B (serogroup B), and S. enterica serotype
Paratyphi C (serogroup C1) (173). These epidemiological data
thus support the view that the host immune response to im-
munodominant O-antigen epitopes has shaped the population
structure of S. enterica serotypes. The value of evading cross-
immunity with a well-adapted competitor becomes clear when
considering the alternative outcome. For example, S. enterica
serotype Paratyphi A is human adapted and does not have an
animal reservoir. If S. enterica serotype Paratyphi A expressed
the same immunodominant O antigen as S. enterica serotype
Typhi, the serotype with the greater transmission success
(probably S. enterica serotype Typhi) would over time outcom-
pete the other serotype in the human population. This would
result in the elimination of S. enterica serotype Paratyphi A
from its only reservoir and therefore would lead to its eradi-
cation. By expressing a different immunodominant O antigen
(that of serogroup A), S. enterica serotype Paratyphi A is able
to evade competition with the highly specialized S. enterica
serotype Typhi (serogroup D1) and avoid eradication. The

evolutionary cost of this strategy is that S. enterica serotype
Paratyphi A has to compete with other S. enterica serotypes of
serogroup A that circulate in the human population. The evo-
lutionary gain (avoiding eradication) clearly outweighs the
costs, since there is no other human-adapted Salmonella sero-
type of serogroup A that could provide stiff competition with
S. enterica serotype Paratyphi A. In conclusion, evasion of
cross-immunity may represent one of the driving forces for the
regulation of fimbrial expression by phase variation and for the
maintenance of O-antigen polymorphism among S. enterica
serotypes (147, 173).

DNA Restriction-Modification Systems

Consistent with a role of phase variation in host-pathogen
interactions, most phase-variable genes are predicted to be
involved in the biosynthesis of surface structures. Notable ex-
ceptions are genes encoding R/M enzymes. Phase-variable ex-
pression of R/M enzymes has been found in a variety of bac-
terial pathogens, including S. pneumoniae (349), M. pulmonis
(86), H. pylori (309), P. haemolytica (304), and H. influenzae
(66). However, the significance of R/M enzyme phase variation
is currently unclear. Phenotypic switching of putative R/M
enzymes in H. pylori is induced on contact with human gastric
cells (76). In M. pulmonis a high level of R/M enzyme (HsdS)
variation is induced in vivo during infection of the rat trachea
(112). These observations appear to support a role for R/M
enzyme variation during host pathogen interaction. This inter-
pretation appears less convincing in light of recent data dem-
onstrating that HsdS variation and phase variation of the M.
pulmonis variable surface protein (VsaA) are mediated by the
same recombinase (HvsR) (330). The link between HsdS and
VsaA phase variation in M. pulmonis suggests that isolation of
variants in vivo may result from selection for surface antigen
variants, not R/M enzyme variants. Thus, the significance of
R/M enzyme variation for host-pathogen interactions, if any,
remains to be determined.

DIAGNOSTIC AND EXPERIMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE
OF PHASE VARIATION

Ideally, a diagnostic test will identify a particular species,
strain, or isolate, independent of growth conditions, number of
generations grown, individual colony examined, or source of
the sample. Similarly, for vaccine design, proteins or processes
should be preferentially targeted that are expressed in all iso-
lates and in each individual cell and that show no antigenic
variation. Laboratory experiments in general also depend on
homogenous cultures for reproducible results. The impact of
phase variation for diagnostics tests and vaccine design, as well
as for experimental design and interpretation, therefore lies in
its potential to generate a rapid phenotypic variability in a
clonal population. Some examples are discussed below to il-
lustrate these concerns.

For a time, a lack of reproducibility occurred in laboratory
tests for toxin production by S. pyogenes and in the results of
cellular invasion tests, but could not be clarified. This issue was
resolved when it became apparent that toxin production and
invasive phenotype in this species is under the control of phase
variation. This variable toxin production must also be taken
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into account in studies that aim to associate toxin production
with toxic shock (52). A second example concerns serosubtyp-
ing in N. meningitidis, which is based on the P1 protein. This
protein can be expressed at different levels as a result of SSM-
mediated phase variation. Bart and others showed that
among N. meningitidis strains, phase variation of the porA
gene, encoding P1, accounted for most of the nonreacting
strains (16, 365, 366). Thus, serosubtyping based on expression
of a phase-variable protein can result in an underestimate of
the rise of a hyperendemic clone. These examples illustrate
that the interpretation of experimental results, establishing
correlations between laboratory results and clinical symptoms,
and epidemiological studies can all be complicated by phase-
variable gene expression in the bacterium.

Phase variation may also be subject to regulation, and the
environment may drive selection against a particular expres-
sion state, which is particularly evident in an animal host. This
can result in a different phenotype for cells cultured in the
laboratory and those in the host. For example, expression of
MR/P fimbriae in Proteus mirabilis is strongly favored during
infection whereas phase variation is readily apparent in vitro
(416). Differences may also arise due to the choice of sampling
site or tissue in the host. These concerns have been specifically
mentioned in the analysis of the role of the Lewis antigen in
H. pylori infections (384). H. influenzae isolates with ChoP-
decorated LOS are successful colonizers in the nasospharynx,
whereas the “off” phase is more successful in serum (393),
and phase variation even occurs at the microcolony level in
N. meningitidis in skin lesions (123). Thus, the phenotype and
genotype of single colonies of laboratory-passaged clinical iso-
lates should be extrapolated with care as representing the
bacterial population of the same isolate in a patient.

As discussed in “Biological significance of phase variation”
(above), antigenic variation and phase variation facilitate both
persistence of single isolates and coexistence of serotypes in a
host. Therefore, challenges may be encountered when vaccines
are developed that target proteins or moieties that undergo
antigenic or phase variation, but phase-variable expression of a
target protein does not necessarily preclude its use as a vaccine
target. Expression of type 1 fimbriae in E. coli is under the
control of phase variation. Nevertheless, an experimental vac-
cine based on the FimH adhesin of these fimbriae is effective
in preventing E. coli urinary tract infections in animal models,
specifically bladder colonization and cystitis (reviewed refer-
ence 193). In this animal model, a bias to the “on” phase exists
in the urinary tract and a decreased efficiency in colonization
exists in cells in the “off” phase (113, 114, 205). Thus, the loss
of expression of the vaccine target (phase “off”) in this case
may have coincided with a decreased ability to establish an
infection, contributing to the efficacy of this vaccine.

In this review, rapid variation in the length of short DNA
sequence repeats has been emphasized as a mechanism to
create genotypic and phenotypic variation among a clonal
population. Changes in repetitive sequences, however, are
increasingly used as genetic markers for strain identification
and phylogenetic analysis using multiple-locus variable-num-
ber tandem repeat analysis (MLVA) (359). MLVA has been
developed for various pathogens, including Y. pestis, Francisella
tularensis, and Borrelia spp., and also was one of the ap-
proaches used by the Center for Disease Control and Preven-

tion for determining the presence of Bacillus anthracis in a
large volume of environmental samples in 2001 (93, 94, 133,
175). SSM-dependent phase variation has not been identified
in these particular species.

Very high or very low variation rates will complicate the use
of repeat sequences for MLVA. Factors that influence the
stability of repeat sequences are slowly being identified. These
include the length of the repeat unit and the number of re-
peats, the sequence itself, and the sequence context (66, 291,
360, 361). The genetic background also influences stability
(275). Keim and colleagues have analyzed the stability of many
repetitive sequences in E. coli, Y. pestis, and B. anthracis and
have determined that the stability is dramatically different be-
tween loci. This emphasizes the importance of using multiple
loci in MLVA. Rapid variations, as high as 6 	 10�4, are
considered useful in distinguishing between closely related
samples, whereas variations that occur at 
10�5 are more
useful for less closely related samples (P. Keim, personal com-
munication). Switching frequencies of phase-variable genes
frequently occur at rates of 10�4 or higher (18, 40). However,
at 10�4 a fairly stable clonal population is still obtained in the
absence of selective pressure (308). Thus, some repeat se-
quences that allow MLVA-based analysis may also facilitate
phase variation, and in the presence of selective pressures they
facilitate an adaptive change in the composition of the clonal
population. Continued efforts to define the stability of repeat
sequences and the mechanisms involved will prove valuable in
predicting phase-variable genes as well as enhancing the de-
velopment of diagnostic tools.
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